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An Introduction to Windows Live Essentials

About this Book
In Windows 7 Microsoft has removed several applications
that used to come bundled with previous releases of the
Windows operating system (OS), and created the 'Windows
Live Essentials Suite'. One of the reasons for doing this is to
allow Microsoft to update these programs outside the OS.
The suite can be downloaded for free and is intended for use
with Windows XP, Windows Vista. and Windows 7. The suite
is made up of the following main applications:

Windows Live Family Safety - allows parental control
of children. who must have a Windows Live ID.

Windows Live Messenger - allows you to get in touch
with your contacts by alerting them to your availability
online.

Windows Live Photo Gallery - allows you to edit,
view. and organise your photos.

Windows Live Mail - allows you to send and receive
e -mails and includes Contacts and Calendar.

Windows Live Writer - allows you to maintain a blog
or a personal Web site.

Windows Live Movie Maker - allows you to edit home
movies and videos and share them with others.

Windows Live Toolbar -

is for use with Internet
Explorer and provides easy access to several services.

Windows Live Outlook Connector - only appears if
you have Microsoft Office installed, making it easier to
access Contacts, Calendar and several Windows Live
e-mail accounts, and use online collaboration.
An Introduction to Windows Live Essentials is produced in full

colour and explains as simply as possible how to use the
various applications within the suite, using simple examples
when appropriate, and avoiding jargon as much as possible.
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Live Essentials Overview
You can obtain

the Windows Live Essentials from

all

several Microsoft Web sites, including:

http://download.live.com/
Read the displayed information (see Fig. 1.1) and
Download,when
you are ready click the Download button.
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Fig. 1.1 The Windows Essentials Downloading Screen

Next, select Run in the
displayed dialogue box,
shown here in Fig. 1.2.
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Fig. 1.2 The File Download Box

the
you

want downloaded (see
Fig. 1.3), and click the
to
Install
button
download and install
them on your PC.
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Fig. 1.3 Choosing Windows Essentials Programs

As you highlight each application, as shown Fig. 1.3, an
explanation of what the application is about is displayed on
the right side of the dialogue box. Clicking the Install button
starts the download and installation of the selected programs.
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Fig. 1.4 Downloading and Installing Windows Live Essentials
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1

Once all the selected Window Live Essentials have been
installed successfully, the following screen is displayed.
r Windovaine

Welcome to Windows Live!
Yew nw proyams are on the Windows Lot holder en the start meow.

Do you have a Windows Live ID?
To ge tEe moo horn you new program use your Wm.:lows 11.1) to ugn n.
II you use Notrnarl MOSSOI1g01 or %box Oh you &each !we a VAnclows toe El a not

ona, Ilia, a mnIute

now

I

Fig. 1.5 Signing Up to Windows Live ID

You will need to set up a Windows Live ID to get the most out
of the new Windows Live applications. This is very easy to
do; just follow the on -screen instructions. However, if you

already use Hotmail. Messenger or Xbox Live, then you
already have a Windows Live ID. If not, see the next section.

Note that in the display of Fig. 1.5, you are told that your
new applications are to be found in the Windows Live folder
in the Start, All Programs menu, as shown in Fig. 1.6 below.
Windows Live
Windows Live Call

th Windows Live Family Safety
LP Windows Live Marl
Z. Windows Live Messenger
111

Windows Live Movie Maker

0.1 Windows Live Photo Gallery
I

Windows Live Writer

Fig. 1.6 The Contents of the Windows Live Folder

What these programs can do, is discussed in the last section
of this chapter.
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Signing Up to a Windows Live ID
If you don't have a Windows Live ID, click the Sign up link in
Fig. 1.5 to display the following screen.
windows Live'

Create your Windows Live ID
love services-and other places you see

Hotmail Meesenracie. or
Shoe LIVE

Use your e -marl address: EA:MAC someoneenromplecom

Or get a Workras We rmei address
Create a password
6 character ITIMITUM, case sensitive

Retype password
first name:
Last name.

Country/region

unt.d K.,96,

Privacy for Residents of European
Union

Constituent Country sited one
Postal Code.
Gender.

Male

female

Birth year

Characters.

4 Send me e-mail with promotional offers
and survey invitations from Windows live
and MSN (You can unsubscrsbe at any

time)

Clicking !accept means that you agree to the Microsoft service agreement and privacy statement

C 2009 Microsoft

l

P,. A.

I

'Or

Help Central

I

Account

Fig. 1.7 Creating a Windows Live ID

All you have to do is fill in the required information and click
the laccept button. Signing up is free. If you find it difficult to
button to
make out the 8 characters displayed, click the
obtain a different combination of characters.
4
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Components of Windows Live Essentials
Windows Live Family Safety
This is parental control by another name. However, every
child you wish to protect must have a Windows Live ID
registered with Microsoft. You
Websites a child can access.

can

then

control

what

Windows Live Messenger
This application is the central hub for Windows Live activities
online. When a user signs on to Windows Live Messenger,
that fact is broadcast throughout the network, alerting your
contacts about your availability. From here you can configure
information about your Windows Live Profile as well as view
information about your contacts.

Windows Live Call
This application integrates into Windows Live Messenger and
allows users to make PC -to -PC and PC -to -Phone voice and

video calls. Your PC must be equipped with a microphone
and speakers and you must have access to a high speed
Internet connection for the application to work. It is similar to
the popular Skype system, both utilising the Voice over
Internet Protocol (VolP) technology.

Windows Live Photo Gallery
You can view photos by folder, by date taken, by tag (meta
data), or by people, using a new People tags feature. You
can configure the size of thumbnails, rotate photos in either
direction, view them in slide shows, send them by e-mail,
print them, and publish them to a variety of services. You can
also

stitch

together two or more photos

into

a

single

panoramic view. Photos can be sent to blogs, data CDs,
DVDs, and, via Windows Live Movie Maker, into video
projects. A support service is Windows Live Sync which
allows for PC -to -PC document and Photo synchronisation.

5
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Windows Live Mail
The application includes Contacts and Calendar and is the
successor to Outlook Express (XP) and Windows Mail
(Vista). Windows Live Mail also replaces Windows Address
(XP), Windows Contacts (Vista), and Windows
Calendar (Vista), and it provides additional functionality in the
form of RSS feeds and USENET news -group support.

Book

Windows Live Writer
This application allows you to maintain a blog or a personal
Web site. It is by far the easiest blog editor so far, and it
works with all the existing blogging services. You can also
add video to your posts and it supports photo cropping, tilting,
scattering, and borders.

Windows Live Movie Maker
A video editing application that is aimed at the needs of users

who want to share their home movies via online services
such as YouTube and MSN. The software allows the creation

of short home videos from still photos taken by a digital
camera or mobile phone, and turns it quickly and easily into a
quality product.

Windows Live Toolbar
This is for use with Internet Explorer. There are seven main
buttons which give you choices such as What's New, Profile,
Mail, Photos, Calendar, MSN, and Share. The What's New

option loads a Windows Live Home page, giving you an
at -a -glance look at important information such as Mail and
Calendar.

Windows Live Outlook Connector
This application only appears if you have Microsoft Office
installed. The add-on makes it easier to work with Office Live

Workspace - the Microsoft online document collaboration
service. The add-on is for Microsoft Outlook 2003 and 2007
allows a user to access several Windows Live
Hotmail-based e-mail accounts, Live Contacts, and Calendar.

and

6
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1

The Internet Search Engine Bing
The first thing you'll notice after downloading the Windows
Live Essentials suite, signing up to a Windows Live ID, and
starting Internet Explorer, is that the MSN portal will open and

your favourite Internet search engine has been replaced by
bing, as shown in Fig. 1. 8 below.
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This substitution of the Internet Explorer search engine, might
be welcomed by some, but not those who prefer their original

search engine. However, don't be too hasty in dismissing
bing before you try it.

As an example we show the results of a search for 'Swine

with bing (Fig.

flu masks', first

then with Google

1.9),

(Fig. 1.10). We leave it to you to decide which one you prefer.
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Live Safety and Messenger
Family Safety
Windows Live takes family safety very
seriously. After implementing the program
and restarting it, you'll see an icon on the
System tray, as shown here in Fig. 2.1.
Fig. 2.1 The
Family
Safety Task bar
Icon

If a child tries to access an adult site on
such a computer (we will show you how to

do this shortly), then the Family Safety
window will display, as shown in Fig. 2.2.
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Windows Live

Family Safety

0 This page is blocked
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Done

Internet I Protected mode Or

4000%

Fig. 2.2 The Family Safety Window
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with dubious sexual connotations are blocked
automatically, but a child can ask a parent for access to a
blocked site by clicking the Ask in person button to display a
further window in which permission can be given by a parent
All sites

by signing in and typing their password.

Creating a Family Safety Account
If you have not created a Family Safety Account while
installing Windows Live Essentials, you can do so now, but
you must have a Windows Live ID. In what follows, we
assume that you have already created a Standard account
for a child (we called it Johnny), using the start, Control
Panel, Add or remove user accounts to create it.

Next, click the Start button, select All Programs, and
scroll down and click the Windows Live folder to open it and
click the Live Family Safety application to open the window
below.
CI Vat

memsworainflawsgr
Family Safety Filter
logged on as:
Noel
Compute. at:Mums:Pato.
password protected

This account n not moneored by Camay Saftty

Add co manage rom,t, member on lb., compute.

Go to the Family Safety website to customize settings
famtlyeatety Ave com

Fig. 2.3 The Family Safety Filter Screen

Now, click the Add or Manage family members on this
computer link in the above window. You will be asked to sign
in with your Windows Live ID, after which the screen shown
in Fig. 2.4 on the next page is displayed. In this window we
have ticked the account we would like to be monitored by the
Live Family Safety application. Clicking Next opens a further
window as shown in Figure 2.5, also shown on the next page.
10
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2

Select the Windows accounts you want to monitor on Study -PC
Monitor account

Standard Windows accounts

betty
No passe..
Create n41. 0e,cle,d V.e.nd aro.,m

Monitor account

Windows administrators
Vd ncomnd Motkleert Nye sUndixd rim craw, Why

Noel

Fig. 2.4 Signing in to Windows Live

Below we have selected from a drop -down list the Family
Safety member to be matched with the Windows account.
(;P

101111111111.10/ Sakti Fils.

0-

Match each Windows account with a Family Safety member

To apply the correct Family Safety settings for each person, match than Windows account wrth than name in Family
Safety

Windows accounts

Family Safety members

Johnny

What do I need to know about matching accounts?

Bark

r

Fig. 2.5 Matching a Windows Account with a Family Safety Member

Clicking the Save button saves the link between Windows
account member and Family Safety member and creates a
Family Safety Filter. This allows parents to monitor the
activities of a child and get reports from the Family Safety
Web site.
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After restarting your computer a Family Safety icon is placed
on the System Tray, indicating whether the presently logged
user is being monitored or not.

Now clicking the Family Safety icon
on the System
Tray displays the screen in Fig. 2.6 in which you can tell who
is currently logged on.
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Family Safety Filter
Logged on in
Noel
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a
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Web _tamp gout
Amory moon+, On
Cont. enanagoment C.
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Go to the family Safety website to customize settings
amslysakty

an

Fig. 2.6 The Family Safety Filter

From here you can go to the Family Safety Web site to
customise settings by clicking the familysafety.live.com link.
This opens the window shown below.
1. swan Woo ow...L.
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Fig. 2.7 The Family Safety Window for an Individual
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From here you can choose what the person stated in the
Web filtering screen is allowed to access. The present
filtering setting is Basic but you can change this to Strict or
Custom. You can also allow or block specific Web sites by
providing their Web address.

Clicking the Contact Management entry on the left of the
screen of the Family Safety window (see Fig. 2.7), allows a
parent to control who the child chats and shares e-mail with
on Windows Live Hotmail, Messenger, and Spaces.

Removing an Account from Family Safety
To remove an account from Family Safety, click the Web
filtering entry on the left of the screen of the Family Safety
window (Fig. 2.7). This displays additional information for the
particular user, as shown in Fig. 2.8 below in which we only
show the top part of the displayed window.
I. bonny pMrut Wasters

Wintlows Live'

e

St

.n,1

gial74orntlair7tople

Mad

111 Web filtering
..-Sq ferrety Sittly Johnny Klotans mb Ming
Johnny Kantaris
WOO lationg

Web filtering for Johnny Kantans
Turn on vote him*

0 Tom off AO NW*

Adreity ropoOun

Contort rr000gynort
RroutOs

Stott Mods V Abules - chicHrondly Mel and tees you re allowed %hut the Farr* Santry i0ds

h.: 0* adrit c

-

1,,

A bledid. VAbsilis w ANA cattg«As rely bk.ted

fa ..0

Ooro.

Fig. 2.8 The Web Filtering Screen for an Individual

To remove the person in question, select the Turn off web
filtering option to the far right of the Web filtering entry.
If you become the sole user of your computer. you might
like to remove Family Safety from your
PC altogether. To do so, use the Start. I
Control Panel. and click the Uninstall a
program link shown here.
Next, scroll down the list of installed programs and click the

Windows Live Essentials entry to select

it,

then click the

Uninstall/Change button at the top of your screen.
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This displays the Uninstall or repair your Windows Live
programs screen, in which you accept the default choice to
Uninstall. Pressing Continue, displays the screen in
Fig. 2.9.
Wwdows we

----...111.1.1111111.1.111.100.141111.1.1Select the programs you want to uninstall
4 messenger

Family Safety

3 mad

HO) keep your bds safer online With f amrty
Sagely you decide how your Mb Ito:femme the
Internet You can block or allow cert.++ webutes
and contacts and monotor where your bds are
going online

IP

Photo Gallery

AT Toolbar
writer
11 Canvey Safety

Mone Maker

Family Safety software must be installed on each
computer your children use N software $5 not
installed the safety settings cannot be enforced

Somme

Cancel

1

Fig. 2.9 Uninstalling Family Safety from your Computer

Clicking the Family Safety box to check it and pressing
Continue, removes the application from your computer.

Do remember that if in the future you want to control what
individual users can access on the Internet, Family Safety
must be reloaded on all the computers used in your family!

Live Messenger and MSN Services
Another service that starts when you reboot your PC, is Live
Messenger, as shown in Fig. 2.10 on the next page, which
lets you talk online, in real time, with friends and family using
just a Web browser. You can use it on any shared PC, from
school, work, Internet cafe, etc., and can access a variety of
services, such as news, weather, money, sport, shopping,
games, videos, celebrity gossip, entertainment, etc.

In addition, you can use Live Messenger to share photos

with whoever you are having a chat with, right within the
same conversation window.
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You have a choice how you
sign
in,
for
example,

whether you are available
or not from the drop -down
menu when you click the
down-arrow - in Fig. 2.10.
Favorites

The choice you have

is

shown in Fig. 2.11 below.

Groups
Create a group to communicate and share with the
people you choose

Offline

spins*

Avallabie

kerialika

Fray

Michael Babani

Fig. 2.11
2.11 Available
Sign in Options

Whether

What's new

sz,

Rac
Fig. 2.10 Signing in to Messenger

you

want

to

broadcast to everyone to
see that you are Away is
debatable, but if you are
working you could
select the Busy option, or if
you wanted to see who
was online, but not let them
busy

know that you were also
available online, you could
choose the Appear offline
option.

Finally. Live Messenger provides you with direct access to
MSN Hotmail, the free e-mail service for people who do not
have a mail account with an Internet Service Provider (ISP).
Messages are kept on a server as Web pages and can be
accessed from any computer with an Internet connection,
anywhere in the world. Of course this service is now provided
by Live Mail. which will be discussed in detail later on. but
being able to access your Hotmail messages is a bonus.

Having signed in to Live Messenger, click the Go to Today
icon N', at the bottom of the screen to display a similar screen
to the one shown in Fig. 2.12 on the next page.
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Fig. 2.12 The Windows MSN Screen

What you access here is current news, etc. Obviously the
screen shot of Windows MSN will most certainly be different
for you, but the services provided should be broadly the
same.

Configuring Live Messenger
To make life easier, you can add a Menu bar to Live
Wondoers bre Messenger

Re

COMMA,

Actions

[=1,11WIr
tows

Hdp

button
checking the
Show the menu
bar
option,
as
and

E7

. Favorites
Drag your tavonte contact AM or add Der
your contact list

Groups
Create a group to Carraitariittite and there or
peopte you choose

Offline

Ftle

Contacts

Action

shown in Fig. 2.13
in which we show
action

Took

the

Hdp

taken together with

Shasta* menu bar

the result of
action.

Fig. 2.13 Activating the Menu Bar
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Now, with the help of the Menu bar, you can make Live
Messenger the hub of our activity. Each menu option has a
sub -menu associated
Windows leo Messenger
with it as shown here
Athens
Ler

Contacts

Help

Tools

in Fig. 2.14.

Sign our
Status

MS4 home par

Go To
Ls;

(-marl mhos

Open received files folder

Via. message hrston

Too,
Ch. I Safe,

Close

Mesenger Cent.'
SASal D.fing

Klyffers
ea.
Drawl U Mus.c Rad.°

iac.book Updttes

X8D
1.4511

PASIII Mob,.

Fig. 2.14 The File Sub -menu

Sub -menu options
with a right arrowhead next to them

signify the existence
of further options, as
also shown open in
Fig. 2.14 for the Go
To sub -menu. From
here you can access
your

e-mail

Inbox,

eBay, and even get
the latest
Updates.

Facebook

The Contacts sub -menu is shown below in Fig. 2.15. From
here you can Add, Edit, or Delete a contact, Create a group
of contacts, Create, Edit
Windows live Messenger
or Delete a Category of
Actions Tools Help
Contacts
Ete

Add a contact...
Edit a contact...
Delete a contact...
Create a group...
Create a category...

Edda category...
Delete a category..

Sore instant messaging contac s
Import instant messaging conl:artS

Fig. 2.15 The Contacts Sub -menu

contacts, etc.

You use Groups in
Messenger to enable
group chats with up to 20
selected members. On

the other hand, if you
want to organise people
within your contact list,
use
the
instead.

categories

To see how you can create a group of contacts, click the
Create a Group sub -menu option shown in Fig. 2.15. This
opens a screen asking you to give the group a name, say,
Family Members, School Friends, or something similar - you

can create several such groups. Having given a group a
name, it is created and the screen in Fig. 2.16 is displayed.
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Fig. 2.16 Invitation to Join a Group

Do note that you are asked for two bits of information; the
e-mail address of the person you are inviting to join your
group, and a comment, such as 'Would you join my group

please'. Do supply both of these before clicking Next.
Obviously to get an instant answer to you invitation, your
status should be 'available' (see Fig. 2.11).
VhrwSoors lme Messenger

Pd.

CONIIM2B

Acboca

Took

Help

If you made a mistake in
choosing the name of the
group, then right -click it on Live
Messenger where it appears

after you have created it, as
shown in Fig. 2.17, and select

the Go to group website
Go to group *Out<

option from the drop -down
menu also shown open in
Fig. 2.17.

Inute people to group.

New rnesuge luster,
View

Group "thugs
Block group
Leave group
Create a group

Fig. 2.17 A Named Group
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This opens the relevant Web

page in an Internet Explorer
screen, as shown in Fig. 2.18
on the next page, in which we
also show the Options sub menu opened by clicking the
adjacent down-arrow .
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Fig. 2.18 The Group Options Sub -menu

Selecting the Group Options sub -menu, displays yet another
screen, as shown in Fig. 2.19.
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Fig. 2.19 The Group Options Screen

From this screen you can choose to Leave the group, Delete
the group, have Group conversations, etc. Try these options.
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Below we show the Actions Live Messenger menu options.

As you can see, you can use these to send an instant
message, send an e-mail, or even send a message to a
mobile device. Have a look at what is available.
.L.1101.laill

Undoes tire Messenger
Tools

Help

Send an instant message.
Send other

J
a

Send a message to a mobile device.

Calla contacts computer

Send a wink

Video

O

r rile.

totw your online files
Start an

Favorites

Send an e-mail message

activity...

Play a game

Groups
4q fora!), Fnen

Request remote wialleitte-

Fig. 2.20 The Actions Sub -menu

Using the Tools sub -

,Z Woody. loo Messenger
Pee

Contacts

Acbons

menu options, you can
add Emoticons and
Winks
to
your

H elp

Always on top
Ernotrcons
Change display picture..

messages, and even

Change your scene

change your display
picture, as shown in
Fig. 2.22.

Winks

Edit your mobile settings
Audio and video setup.

Billing information

Fig. 2.21 The Tools

Options

Sub -menu

trowliwa

From this Display Picture

Sole t.,

41
itor.s.K Ova

(troy,.

tw

dialogue box you can either
use one of the Regular
pictures, or click the

Webcam picture button to
activate automatically your
PC's Webcam and take a
picture of yourself.
Have a look at the Dynamic
pictures option.
real

Fig. 2.22 Selecting a Display
Picture
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Clicking the Options sub -menu item under Actions. displays
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the
screen
shown in Fig.
From
2.23.
here you can

change several
options.
from
Personal
to
Connection. It
might be worth
your
while
spending some
time here.

bbck wM1.n. nden lM urns.

%Amon =dd. Pomona., di.? ....Md.
WetCarn

I Mew .Va. to Ma tat I ban ...bun

Fig. 2.23 The
Tools, Options
Sub -menu

Consolidating your Social Network
To bring together all
your
Web
social
activities under one
click
the
umbrella,
a contact or
group button on Live

Add

Messenger and select

the Add people from
other services option
from

the

drop -down

menu, as shown here
in

Fig.

2.24.

This

opens the screen

Fig. 2.24 Adding Contacts from other
Services

in

Fig. 2.25 on the next page.
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Fig. 2.25 Getting Contacts from Other Web Services

Do spend some time examining the various options and get a
friend to co-operate in a Live chat with you, so you can find
out how useful it is, before joining larger groups.
The various facilities available to you from Live Messenger,
such a Photos, Mail, and others will be discussed in detail in
following chapters of the book.
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Windows Live Photo Gallery
With the Windows Live Photo Gallery you
can view photos as shown in Fig. 3.1, you can
edit them, sort them, and display them in
different ways; by date, using star ratings, or
using descriptive tags. Once your photos have been fixed
and organised, you can save a folder of photos to a blank CD
or DVD, or click a button to make a slide show with Windows
Live Movie Maker.

Fig. 3.1 Windows Live Photo Gallery

To see Windows Live Photo Gallery in operation, click the
Start button, select All Programs, and scroll down and click
the Windows Live folder to open it. Now, click the application
Windows Live Photo Gallery which loads the program
and automatically indexes all the photos on your hard drive.
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Finally a screen similar to the one shown in Fig. 3.2 below is
displayed. As you can see, features offered by Photo Gallery
include:
Phoeo
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Fig. 3.2 The Windows Live Photo Gallery Window

Easily finding photos and videos as they are gathered

by Photo Gallery in one place and
are displayed by date, name, or tag
(text attached to a photo or video to
describe it). Photos and videos can
be sorted by a variety of criteria,
such as date taken, People tags, or
Descriptive
Fig.

tags,

as

shown

in

3.3 when the expanded left

panel of Fig. 3.2 is shrunk.

_I All photos ar,
_) Date taken
a Y, People tags
ao Add a new tog
1, Me (Noel Kenton,)
Favorites

%an. Contacts

Fig. 3.3 Sort
Criteria

To do this, scroll to the very top of the left
panel

and

click

the

inclined
blue
in the displayed

aWeeMien

1

64(q3,Ins

arrowhead pointed to
screen to the right. We find that sorting our
photos by date is by far the best and most
logical option, but some people might have the time to
name each photo or give it a tag or star rating.
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Import photos and video files from a digital camera or
video camera, a scanner, CDs and DVDs, and from the
hard disc of your PC.

Edit and enhance photos by fixing their colour and
exposure, cropping, and removing the appearance of
red eye caused by the flash reflecting off a person's

eyes. You can also use Photo Gallery to combine
photos into a panoramic view, and add captions.

Share your photos and videos by publishing them on
Windows Live Spaces, create online slide shows, or
e-mail them to friends and family.

The Photo Gallery Window
When Photo Gallery first opens you will see that it lists all of
your photos by date and has retained the same file structure
as your hard drive, as shown for us in Fig. 3.2.
Gallery it is important to remember

that the program scans your computer for photos, and
displays them for you. It does not keep, copy, or store, your
photos, they are always maintained in their original files on
your hard disc. But it does keep and process references to
them which it stores in its own database. If you delete a

photo from a folder in Photo Gallery, the photo will be
deleted from the folder on your computer. So beware!

On the left of the Photo Gallery window (Fig. 3.2) is a
Folders List pane, with the main working area, or library, to
the right displaying thumbnails of the images in the selected
folder. To explain what thumbnails can be seen at any given
time, use the scroll bar to the immediate right of the Folders
List pane and scroll to the very top of the list. What should
now appear on your screen is something similar to what is
shown for us in Fig. 3.4 on the next page.
In

Fig. 3.4 we have also left -clicked the Public Pictures

folder which opened up the folder to reveal all the sub -folders
contained in that folder, and at the same time selected all the
sub -folders as shown in the display on the next page.
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Fig. 3.4 The Public Pictures Photos

Although the thumbnails are grouped by the folders and
sub -folders on your hard disc, you can continuously scroll
through thumbnails of the selected folder and its sub -folders,
using the scroll bar on the right of the thumbnails panel, or by

rolling your mouse wheel. So in the working area you can

access any photo on your computer without having

to

physically open its folder.

To move quickly through a large number of photos, locate
the folder you want in the Folders List on the left and click it.
To scroll through all your photos on your hard disc, click the
name of the folder in which you keep them. In our case this is
the Photos folder on an external hard disc. We have such a
large collection of photos that we prefer to keep them
separately from the few held in My Pictures folder. In your
case it could be
Pictures folder.

that all your photos are held in the My

In Fig. 3.5 on the next page, we show what happens when

the folder containing all our pictures is clicked. As you can
see, all the sub -folders are automatically selected which
means that we can scroll through all our pictures.
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Fig. 3.5 The Folder Containing all our Pictures

Although you can continuously scroll through your folders of
thumbnails, you always know where you are in the list as a
header is placed above each group of thumbnails as shown
above. Note that selecting the folder that contains all your
photos,

lists

all

the

sub -folders

within it

in

ascending

chronological order, as shown in Fig. 3.5, while clicking the
Date taken option on the Folders List, displays folders and
sub -folders in ascending chronological order, as shown in
Fig. 3.2.

On the right of the thumbnail area the Information pane is
displayed. It lets you know the name of the highlighted
picture, the date and time it was taken, the size and

dimension of the photo. This pane can be closed by either
clicking the close button x or clicking the Info menu option.
To display this pane again, click the Info button once more.

To change the size of the thumbnails, use the slider below
Info pane. Moving the Slider towards the + sign
increases the thumbnail size and display fewer thumbnails,
while moving it towards the - sign, reduces the thumbnail
size, allowing more thumbnails to be displayed.

the
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Organising your Photos
How you organise your photographs is obviously a personal
choice. Some people just put them all into one folder, such as
My Pictures folder and use Photo Gallery to separate them
into date order. We prefer to create a new dated folder for
every batch of photos we download from our camera, such
as those shown in Fig. 3.5, then it is easier to sort the folders
in date order.

To permanently delete a photo from your computer using
Photo Gallery, just right -click its thumbnail and select Delete
from the context menu. Clicking Yes in the Confirmation box
will send it to the Windows Recycle Bin.

Tags and Stars
Rather than physically move all your photos, you can give
them 'tags' or 'stars', and search for photos with these
attributes when you want them. You could tag all the photos
of friends and family with their names for instance. In Photo
Gallery you can add multi -word tags to your photos and they
are stored in the actual photo files themselves.

To add a tag, select your photo and click the Add people

tags button to open the People tags window shown in
Fig.
..,11,,ker

BFI,
belba
711

ne. pen

3.6

below.

Next type a name
in the text box
provided
and
click the Add
new
person

button pointed to
in the composite
display.
Fig. 3.6 Creating a People Tag

Photo Gallery you can mark special photos in your
the range being from 1 to 5 stars, as
collection with 'stars'
shown in Fig. 3.7 on the next page.
In

,
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Here we have
given a 5 star
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Fig. 3.7 Marking a Selected Photo with Stars

rating to this
special photo

by clicking on
the

5th

star.

When next you
hover
the
mouse
over
the photo, you

will see in the
pop-up that the photo has been rated correctly with five stars.
As seen above, you can add a Caption to the photo and the

name of the photographer. In fact, below that you will see
additional information about the Exposure, Aperture, and
Focal length of the photo, when available.

Searching for Photos
It is no surprise that an application as powerful as Photo
Gallery has some very good searching facilities built in.

These are found above the thumbnail display area, as shown
in Fig. 3.8.
Clear filter itra,
and higher

April 2009

and lower

I

6.

only

Fig. 3.8 The Photo Filter and Search Options

This shows both the filter and search options. With the filter
option you can specify the number of stars you are searching
for, and can select further filtering restrictions by clicking the
small down-arrow pointed to above, to open the drop -down
sub -options shown above.

You can also search for text associated with your photos,
including filenames, tags, and captions. You just type your
search term in the
Search Box. As you type each
letter, the search results change instantly, and the more
letters you type the fewer the search results.
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Editing and Fixing Photos
When you double-click on the thumbnail of a photo, Photo
Gallery opens it in an Editing window where you can fix
common problems and create various effects in your photos.
Below we show such a photo, opened in the Editing window,
in which we have used the Fix red eye tool to correct the
right eye of the baby. We left the other eye in its original form
so you can see how terrible it looks before it is corrected.
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-

Fig. 3.9 Fixing Red Eye
Fie Auto adjust
Astjust exposure
411 Adjust LOlor

t9 Straighten photo
Crop phojo

Other basic fixing tools can be used to
Auto adjust a photo, Adjust exposure
and colour, Straighten and Crop, Adjust
detail, and use Black and white effects to
enhance your photos.
If you make a mistake, click the
button.

V Adjust detail
MI, Fut red eye
fair Black and yenta effects
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Importing from a Camera or Scanner
To import photos and videos from a camera or video recorder
or photos from a scanner do the following:

Start Windows Live Photo Gallery, plug in your camera.
video recorder or scanner to a USB port of your PC, switch
on the appropriate
L Windows line phoao Gaiety
Fde a

2009
Jan

Fu

Info

ooWrsh

E -marl

I

Include a folder ,n the gal ery

option to open the

Import from a camera or canner.

sub -menu shown in

Fet

Ma

device, then click
the
File
menu

Fig. 3.11 and click

Setup galler), sync

Ap
Delete
Rename

Del

CM.M

Res,:e

the Import from a
camera or scanner
option.

COW.

We demonstrate
Select all

Ctrl -A

Screen saver settings
Properties

Alt -Enter

the procedure using
a
camera
with

which we took

a

Options

few photographs of

Eax

a

Fig. 3.11 The File Sub -menu Options

garden.
What
happens next is
shown in Fig. 3.12.

Fig. 3.12 The Scanners, Cameras and Other Devices Box
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Our camera, a Sony cyber-shot, is shown as Removable
Disk (D:) under Other Devices, yours could be different. As
we also have an HP Photosmart All -in -One Printer/Scanner
connected to the PC, Photo Gallery has found it and
displayed it under Scanners and Cameras.

Now clicking the Import button displays the contents of
Fig. 3.13.
import DN.. End Vdeosil.111111111111.111
13 new photos and videos were lound
C5 BIM, °Nan e. and croup rterns to .mpott
new terns now

t5 Add lase

Fig. 3.13 The Import Photos and Videos Dialogue Box

The default option is to Import all new items now, and by
default the photos are imported into the Pictures folder.
However, you can choose the Review, organize, and group
items to import option, and select in which folder to import,
by clicking the appropriate radio button, as shown here.
=ww
Select the gaups you want to rnpoet
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Fig. 3.14 The Import Grouping Dialogue Box
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Because we've taken these photos at slightly different times

(separated by more than half an hour), they are grouped
separately. You could change this grouping time interval with
the help of the slider at the bottom -right corner in Fig. 3.14.

Using your Photos
The first thing you'll need to do, after importing photos from a
camera or scanner, is to rotate any photos that are not
displayed upright, as shown in Fig. 3.15.
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Fig. 3.15 Rotating Photos

To display this photo upright, select it, then click the b
Rotate counterclockwise button at the bottom of the
screen. Photos that you don't want to keep can be deleted by
selecting each in turn and pressing the - Delete button.

To see individual details on all the photos in a group next
to their thumbnails, click the
View details button which
then changes to the
View thumbnails button. Clicking it
displays the photo thumbnails without the extra information.
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Playing a Slide Show
If you want to see all the photos in a group enlarged, the best

way is to initiate a slide show by clicking the g Slide Show
button. Whenever the mouse pointer is placed at the bottom
of a photo while the Slide Show is playing, the following
toolbar displays for a while.
End Slide Show

Choose a Theme
Previous Photo

Next Photo

1

Play/Pause

Slide Show Settings

Fig. 3.16 The Slide Show Toolbar

Clicking the
Classic

Theme

toolbar button displays a menu of options
for various types of display, including Pan

and zoom, Album, and Collage.

It

Pan and zoom

worth

here

Black and while

experimenting with the various options to

Seth.

find out what they do.

er Fade

Album
Collage
Frame
Glass

SPA
Stack

Travel
Thr

Fig. 3.17
Themes

spending

some

Clicking the 111111 toolbar

button displays options on

how Fast or Slow the
interval between photos is,
whether their order is
changed, etc., as shown in
Fig. 3.18.

time

is

Slow

e Medium
Fast

Shuffle

fr Loop
Mute

Fig. 3.18

You can stop the Slide show at any time by clicking the U

Stop button, which then changes to the la Play button.
Having stopped the Slide show, you can then use the ID
left -arrow button to view the previous photo in the group, or
the CI right -arrow button to view the next photo. To restart
the Slide show, click the a Play button. To stop and exit the
Slide show, either click the WI toolbar button or press the
Esc keyboard button.
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Creating a Panoramic View
Photo Gallery allows you to create a panoramic view out of a

set of photos taken for the purpose. To do this, select the
photos to be used, click the Create panoramic photo sub menu option of the Make menu option, as shown in Fig. 3.19.
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Fig. 3.19 Photos to Create a Panoramic View

A few moments later. Photo Gallery asks you to save the
result of its stitching and displays it as shown in Fig. 3.20.

Fig. 3.20 An Automatically Created Panoramic View
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If you look closely at the original photos you'll see that the
fourth photo does not appear to have been used by the
program when creating the panoramic view. We have
repeated the process several times with the same result!

Sharing your Photos
Fig. 3.21 shows the three Photo Gallery menu options that
can be used to share your photos with others.
Publish -

E-mail

Online album...

Make
"Cc

Group album...

Make a movie...

Event album...
Soapbox on MSN
More Services

Create panoramic photo...

I
dec.

Make a blog post...

r Bum a DVD...
V Bum a data CD...

Fig. 3.21 The Publish, E-mail and Make Menu Options

Having organised and edited your photos, you can store
them and display them online using one of the Publish
sub -menu options Online album, Group album, or Event
album. With all three options you'll have to first select the
photos by holding the Ctrl key down while clicking the
required photos, before selecting one of the sub -menu
options. Windows Live will then ask you to sign in, before you
can upload your photos to the Web space allocated to you.

Another method of sharing your photos is to e-mail them
as attachments. First select your photos, as described above,

then click the E-mail menu option which displays a screen
asking you to decide on the size of the photos. The larger the
photos the longer it will take to send them and receive them

at the other end. Once this decision is taken, your e-mail
program opens with the photos attached.

The third and final method of sharing photos is to use the
Make menu option and select one of the sub -menu options;

Make a blog post (requires you to use the Windows Live
Writer to compose your blog before publishing it to popular
blogging services), Burn a DVD, or Burn a data CD. The
choice is yours!
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To be able to communicate electronically with
Il

the

rest of the world,

your PC must be

connected to the Internet through some type of
-.P modem (usually broadband) to an active phone
line. Once this is set up correctly you can send
and receive e-mail messages, wherever you are in the World.

this chapter we look at Windows Live Mail, the e-mail

In

program that comes with Windows Live Essentials.

Using Live Mail
Windows Live Mail is Microsoft's excellent all -in -one package

for e-mail, contacts management, newsgroups, and feeds.
With it you can access several different e-mail accounts from
the one window, including Web based accounts from
Windows Live Hotmail, MSN Hotmail, AOL, Gmail, and
premium Yahoo! Accounts. Its PhotoMail feature lets you
easily send large photographs in your messages.

To start Windows Live Mail, click the Start button CO, open
the

All Programs menu, scroll down and click on the

Nondco.s
Windows Live folder to open it, then click the
entry. Windows Live Mail then loads entries (if any) from the
Windows Calendars, and then asks you if you want to make it
your default e-mail program.

As you will probably be using your e-mail program every
time you open your PC, perhaps now would be a good time
to add it to the Taskbar by right -clicking the Windows Live
Mail entry in the All Programs menu and selecting the Pin
to Taskbar option in the context menu, as shown in Fig. 4.1
on the next page.
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An icon is then placed on the right of
your Taskbar buttons which can be

°Pea
S Run as administrator
Troubleshoot compatsbohty

dragged to where you want it to appear
on the bar, as shown below.

Pin to Taskbar

Pin to Stan Menu

Restore promos yawns

IPA

Fig. 4.1
Right -click Menu

Pr: 7

Fig. 4.2 Live Mail Icon on Taskbar

Connecting to your Server
When you run Live Mail for the first time, you are prompted to
add an e-mail account. You will need the following

information from the supplier of your e-mail service: Your
e-mail address and password, the type of e-mail server to be
used, and the address of the incoming and outgoing e-mail
servers you should use.
If the connection process does not start automatically, use
the Tools, Accounts menu command (you might have to first
click the Menus icon pointed to at the top -right corner of the
composite of Fig. 4.3 to display the Menu toolbar), click the
Add button, select E-mail Account and click Next to start it
manually.
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Fig. 4.3 Windows Live Mail Accounts Box
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Follow the instructions from screen to screen. It should only
take a minute. You can add all your different e-mail accounts
like this and view them all from the same window.

Once your connection is established, opening the Inbox
will display any messages waiting in your mailbox, as shown
in Fig. 4.4 below.
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Fig. 4.4 Windows Live Mail Default View

This shows the default layout of the Windows Live Mail
window, which consists of the Folder Pane on the left, Menu
and Tool bars, a Message List at the top right pane below
the Find a message search box, and a Reading Pane below
the Message List.
The Folder Pane contains the active mail folders. Clicking
on one of these, displays its contents in the Message List.
Clicking on a message in the list opens a preview of it in the
Reading Pane, while double-clicking on a message opens
the message in its own window.
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To check your mail at any time, click the Sync toolbar button
Sync
which with a Broadband connection will automatically

download your messages.

If

you are using

a

Dial -up

connection, it will display the Dial -up Connection window, for
you to connect to the Internet. Any new messages will then
be downloaded from your mailbox.

Testing your E-mail Settings
Before explaining in more detail the main features of
Windows Live Mail we will step through the procedure of
sending a very simple e-mail message. The best way to test
out any unfamiliar e-mail features is to send a test message
to your own e-mail address. This saves wasting somebody
else's time, and the message can be very quickly checked.

To start, click the New button on the toolbar New to open
the New Message window, shown in Fig. 4.5.
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A message to test my e-mail settings
Noel Kantans

Fig. 4.5 Sending a Test Message

Type your own e-mail address in the To: field, and a title for

the message in the Subject: field. The text in this subject
field will form a header for the message when it is received,

so it helps to show in a few words what the message is
about. Next, type your message in the main body of the
window and click the

Send

button.

By default, your message is placed in the Outbox folder
and sent immediately if you are on Broadband, otherwise you
will have to press the Sync button to send it.
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The Main E-mail Window
Windows Live Mail uses three major windows, which we will

refer to as: the Main window which opens first; the Read
Message window for reading your mail; and the New
Message window, to compose your outgoing mail messages.

The Main window consists of a menu, a toolbar, and three
panes described next. with the default display shown in our
example in Fig. 4.4. You can choose different pane layouts,
and customise the toolbar, by clicking the Menus button
and choosing the Layout, or Customize Toolbar options,
but we will let you try these for yourself.
7

-

The Folders List - At the bottom of Fig. 4.6 you see a list of
your mail folders with shortcuts to Mail
Calendar
Contacts
Feeds
and Newsgroups
Each
account has at least five mail folders, as shown below. If you
don't have much space on your screen, you can collapse the
'shortcuts to other features' by clicking the down-arrow
.

.

.

(pointed to in Fig. 4.6).
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Fig. 4.6 The Default Folders List in Normal View
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The Quick views option at the top lets you view all the
unread mail you have received. This is really useful when you
have multiple mail accounts open.

You can add your own folders (usually in the Storage
folders section) with the File, Folder, Create new folder
command from the Main window. You can then drag
messages from the Message List and drop them into a folder
for storage.

The Message List - When you select a folder, by clicking it
in the Folders List, the Message List shows the contents of

that folder with brief details given for each message, as
shown here in Fig. 4.7.
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Fig. 4.7 The Message List

The first column shows the message status icons indicating,
or has been
for example, if a message has an attachment
`flagged' !"". The next column shows whether a message has
or has
been read
is unread
has been replied to
been forwarded .4 Next is the name of the sender, followed
by the 'Subject' or title of each message followed, under the
Date column, the date and time the message was sent.
,

,

.

To sort a list of messages, right -click the Date link and
choose how you want it sorted from the drop -down menu.
You can further control how the message pane displays by
clicking the Menus button 7 and choosing the Layout,
Message List menu options.
To search for a message term in the list, type the term in
the Find a message box at the top and click the
button.
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The Reading Pane - When you select a message in the
Message List, by clicking it once, it is displayed in the
Reading Pane, as shown in Fig. 4.4. This lets you read the
beginning of the message without actually opening it. If it is
worth reading, double-clicking the header in the Message
List, will open the message in the Read Message window.

The Read Message Window
The Read Message window is shown open in Fig. 4.8 below.
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Test Message
A message to test my e-mell sotOngs
Noel kamens

Fig. 4.8 Our Test Message in the Read Message Window

This is the best window to read your mail in. It has its own

menu system and self explanatory toolbar, and lets you
rapidly process and move between the messages in a folder.

Windows Live Mail has an automated junk filter which
scans incoming messages and automatically moves them to
the junk folder if it identifies them as spam or a phishing
attack. If a message gets through that you don't like, just

clicking the Junk button Junk will do the same thing. You
should make a habit of checking the Junk e-mail folder(s)
every now and then, as some messages may be put there by
mistake. If that happens just clicking the Not junk button
will move the message to your Inbox.
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The New Message Window
Clicking the New button New on the Main Window toolbar
opens the New Message window. This is where you create
your e-mail messages in Live Mail and it is important to
understand its features, so that you can get the most out of it.

The toolbar icons in this window are all self explanatory,
but if necessary, hovering the pointer over one will tell you
what it does. Also have a look at the message itself in
Fig. 4.9 for additional explanations.

Message Formatting
Windows Live Mail provides quite sophisticated formatting
options from both the Format menu and the Format toolbar.
These only work if you prepare the message in HTML format,

as used in Web documents. You can set this to be your
default mail sending format using the Send tab in the Tools,
Options box of the Main Window.

The Format toolbar, shown open in Fig. 4.9, is added to
the New Message window when you are in HTML mode and
all the Format menu options are then made active.
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Fig. 4.9 The New Message Window
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Photo E-mail
You can add photos to e-mail messages in two ways, as
attachments (described on the next page), or in a photo
e-mail. With a photo e-mail, as long as you are signed in to
Windows Live Mail with a Windows Live ID, you can upload
the full versions of your photos and save them on Windows'
servers. Only thumbnails of them will be placed in your
message. so your e-mail will be smaller and quicker to send,

but the recipient will be able to view or download the full
photos.

To create a photo e-mail, click the New button
to
open the New Message window, shown in Fig. 4.10, and
prepare your message as normal. Click where you want to
insert photos in the message and then click the Add photos
button ,)Add photos
Select the photos you want to send
followed by the Add button, and click Done to finish.
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Fig. 4.10 Thumbnails in a Photo E-mail

To format your message, you click 4.F-, to format the text,
to add photo frames or more photos, and L.,- to set
the message layout, as shown in Fig. 4.10 above. Finally
=

click the Send button to send your Photo e-mail. This really is
well worth doing.
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E-mail Attachments
To add an attachment to an e-mail message, such as a photo

or another type of file, you simply click the Attach button
Attach
in the New Message window, select the file(s), you
want to send with your message, and click Open.

In Windows Live Mail the attached files are placed below
the Subject box. In Fig. 4.11 we show two attachments with
their icons telling the recipient what each file is; a graphics
(.jpg) file, and a text (.txt) file in this case. Finally clicking the
Send button, sends the e-mail to the recipient(s).
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Fig. 4.11 A New E-mail with two Attachments

Receiving Attachments
Fig. 4.12, on the next page, shows the received e-mail with
the two attachments in a Read Message window. The
received message shows the graphics (.jpg) file open at the
bottom of the window, and both attachments in the Header
bar with icons indicating what type of files they are.

Right -clicking an attachment opens a drop -down menu
also shown in Fig. 4.12. From this you can choose to open,
print or save the attached files. The Save all option is the one
most often used.
Double-clicking

an

attached

file

icon

opens a Mail

Attachment window showing you the type of document and
asking whether you want to open it. A graphics file (.jpg) then
opens in Windows Live Photo Gallery,
document file opens in Microsoft Word.
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Fig. 4.12 Received Attachments in a Read Message Window

As long as you have the necessary programs, each attached

file can be opened in situ or saved to disc from within the
application that opened it.

Replying to a Message
When you receive an e-mail message that you want to reply

to, simply click the Reply button

R'P',

to open the New

Message window. The reply address and the subject field are
both filled in

automatically for you, and the text of the

message you are replying to will, by default, be placed under
the insertion point.

You can edit this text, so that it is obvious what you are
referring to. Just a few lines may well be enough. Then type

your reply, format whatever you want and click the Send
button

.
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Deleting Messages
Some e-mail messages you receive will be worth keeping,
but most will need deleting. To do this, just click the Delete
button Loot on the Read Message window. From the Main
window you can select the messages you don't want to keep
in the Messages List and either, click the Delete button
,

or press the Delete keyboard key.

Whenever you delete a message it is actually moved to the
Deleted Items folder. If ignored, this folder gets bigger and
bigger over time, so you need to check it frequently and
manually re -delete messages you will not need again.

To get this done automatically, you use the Tools,
Options menu command to open the Options dialogue box,
click the Advanced tab and click the Maintenance button at
the bottom of the screen and check the Empty messages
from the 'Deleted Items' folder on exit box in the displayed
Your deletions will then
Maintenance screen.
automatically removed whenever you close Live Mail.

be

Spell Checking Messages
Just because e-mail messages are a quick way of getting in
touch with friends and family, there is no reason why they
should be full of spelling mistakes, as Windows Live Mail has
a good spelling checker built in.
Me lo and

Hope you got my mesage
message
massage

To try it out, prepare a message
in the New Message window, but
with

obvious

spelling

mistakes.

messaged

Errors will be underlined in red, as

messages

shown in Fig. 4.13.

me sage

Ignore All

Add to (fictions,

Fig. 4.13 Correcting
Spelling Mistakes

Right -clicking a flagged 'error'
opens a drop -down menu. You can

accept a suggestion, Ignore All
occurrences, or add your original

word to the dictionary for future
use. This works very well.
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Organising your Messages
As we saw earlier in this chapter, you can open folders or
create your own folders, and also you can drag messages to
move them from one folder

411.1Mik

Move

Move Ole elenlel to Su aided kdder

kr* e-nvol
Deleted *erns

L,eco (noelkan)
Molt
Chats
Serd dems

another. The copy
procedure is the same,
except you must also have
the Ctrl key depressed
through
the
dragging
procedure.
into

1,4 e nuol

You can tell that copying

Deleted deMs

is taking place by the

Outbox

Stocege folders

Fig. 4.14 Moving a Message

the
pointer as
on

'+'

mouse
shown

here to the right and
in Fig. 4.14.

The System Folders
Windows Live Mail has six folders which it always keeps
intact and will not let you delete. These are:

The Inbox folder holds all incoming messages; you
should delete or move them from this folder as soon
as you have read them. Messages in the Inbox folder
can be moved or copied into any other folder except
the Outbox folder.

The Outbox folder holds messages that have been
prepared but not yet transmitted. As soon as the
messages are sent they are automatically removed to
the Sent Items folder. Messages in the Outbox folder
can be moved or copied into any of the other folders.

The Sent Items folder holds messages that have
been transmitted. You can then 'file' copies of these
messages, or delete them. Messages in the Sent
Items folder can be moved or copied into any of the
other folders except the Outbox folder.
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The Deleted Items folder holds messages that have
been deleted and placed in there as a safety feature.
Messages in the Deleted Items folder can be moved

or copied into any of the other folders, except the
Outbox folder.

The Drafts folder is used to hold a message you
closed down without sending by selecting the File.
Send Later menu command. A Message in the Drafts

folder cannot be moved or copied into any other
folder. Simply double-click it to open it
window, edit it, and click the Send button.

in

its own

Getting Help in Live Mail
As you would expect, Live Mail has a Help system which you

can activate whenever you want. It is opened by either
clicking the Help button e or clicking the Help Menu bar
option. Either one of these opens the drop -down menu
.

shown in Fig. 4.15.

Selecting View Help from

elral
View help

Check for updates
Search the Marl discussion group
Read the Marl blog
Send feedback
Help impror. e Windows Lrve...
Service agreement

PM/Cy statement
About Microsoft Windows Lrve Marl

Fig. 4.15 The Help Menu.

fl

the

drop -down

menu,

or

pressing the Fl button when
in any of the Windows Live
screens, opens an Explorer
screen and displays a vast
amount of information.

We suggest you spend
some time getting familiar
with this Help system, which
should answer most of your
future queries. Good luck!
***

In the next chapter we will cover additional Features of Live
Mail, such as Calendar, RSS feeds, and Newsgroups.
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Windows Live Mail includes additional features which are
extremely useful, so we will be covering these in this chapter.

The Contacts List
Windows Live Mail lets you create and keep a
contact list to store details such as the names,
addresses, phone numbers, and e-mail
addresses of your contacts.
If you have never signed in to Live Mail with a Windows Live
ID, your contact list will contain only the contacts you have
added or imported into the program. If you are signed in, Live
Mail uses the contact list associated with your Windows Live
ID and any changes that you make to your contacts in Live
Mail will be saved and also used in Windows Live
Messenger, Windows Live Hotmail, and other Live services.
In Live Mail you click the Contacts button
at the bottom
of the Folder Pane to access the Contacts window.
bk DM
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Fig. 5.1 The Live Mail Contacts Window
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In Fig. 5.1 on the previous page, we show a small part our
Contacts list in default view. However, to preserve anonymity
we have obscured the surname and part of each person's
e-mail address. Different views of the Contacts window can
be displayed by clicking the View button v..- - and selecting
an option.

You can add a person's details in the Add a Contact box

opened by clicking the New button

New

,

as shown in

Fig. 5.2 below.

Quick add

First name:

Contact

John

last name
Smith

Personal
Work

Personal e-mail:

Home phone

IM

johnsmith

'01234 456 789

Notes
IDs

Company

Add contact ]

Cancel

Fig. 5.2 The Add a Contact Window

Use the Quick or Contact option screen to enter the name,
phone, and e-mail details for your new contact. The Personal
option screen is used to enter their personal address, phone
and fax numbers, and Web site. You can also enter similar

information for Work. The rest of the information can be
entered if you have the time, or be entered later by editing the
Contact's entry.

Unfortunately, there does not seem to be any facility for
adding photos of your contacts, as in earlier versions.
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To send a new message from your Contacts list, highlight
their name and click the E-mail button
to open a pre addressed New Message window in Live Mail.

Alternatively, use the New Message window, start typing a
name in the To, box and select from the options presented,
or click on the
button, or use the Actions, Send e-mail
command, to open the box Shown in Fig. 5.3 below.
Sena on Eroni

cont.cis to
m.145_0 I kook in Contact ditectones

O Phd Oboe

prrneephiloliver.com
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O Poen
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O Poppy

'snoop

o Potato

pnsollae

o Rachoil

tachwele

o RSITIVNtot

Ilyr.110.0

o ROW,

rob..

O Rob

robe

O Sarah

sarong

rti

31

ElyiLdnam.

[

CC .>

Soled e- nun! addresses where yosl
want to send tho message

157-c

Fig. 5.3 Selecting a Contact

In this box, you can select a person's name and click either
the To: button, pointed to above, to place it in the To field of
your message, the Cc: button to place it in the Copy field, or
the Bcc: button to place it in the Blind Copy field.

The Bcc field is used if you do not want the address
entered there to be visible to the main recipient of the
message.
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The Windows Calendar
Windows Live Mail also provides you with a
calendar which is opened by clicking the
Calendar button J at the bottom of the Folder
Pane.
Cal.* 1111.1ar

1116011

irk

May. 2C09
I

thAp

I

®
if
ts

11
JD
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ff

a

fy.D./ ,

Coe co noeNun.

14.o.
V M., camas

IX M..

11.

10016111

Fig. 5.4 The Live Mail Calendar

This provides you with all the scheduling tools you should
ever need. Windows Live Calendar provides day, week and
month views, and supports multiple, colour -coded calendars,

making it easy to keep schedules for work, family, school,
etc. Also note that certain information was transferred from
our previous calendar and is shown above.

Changing the month you are viewing could not be simpler;

just click the scroll buttons on either side of the currently
displaying month - clicking the

months, while clicking the

left button displays earlier

right button displays later

months (see also Fig. 5.5 on the next page).

To see the Calendar in daily or weekly view, simply click
the appropriate button on the Calendar toolbar, shown below
.fflt

Month

or use the View command, then select Day or Week from the
drop -down menu.
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Viewing Appointments
All the details of appointments, events or meetings can be
viewed in Calendar whether you are in the Daily, Weekly, or
Monthly view; you can see the date, and the description. In

Weekly and Daily view you can also see the time of an
appointment

and

symbol

the

to

indicate

that

the

appointment is recurring. In Fig. 5.5 below, the Calendar is
displayed in Weekly View.

/
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Month scroll buttons
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ismasy canaa
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Time scroll bar

Mauve

Live Mail options

Fig. 5.5 The Calendar Display in Weekly View

The Calendar List
To the left of the Calendar screen you'll see a list of
calendars; three in our case.
The

'Primary

Calendar'

appears at the top of the list
and contains all the information
appearing within the rest of the
calendars on the list.
The
'Birthday
Calendar'
contains all the birthdays of
your Contacts, provided you

locco (noean)
(imam

11 Ma

1944dm calmly

ir

12 0444

Mainhaa
New same

Marla.
(Wm
kg as maw, t.s.a
almalar am. MI
Asa Mahe. mama.. m Ia

Fig. 5.6 Calendar List

have entered that information in the Contacts list.
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Next, let us now assume that you also have a special lunch
appointment with your mother on the 17th of June each year,
as it is her birthday. To enter this event, click on 17 June on
the calendar to the left of the Daily entry area, and create a
yearly event 'Lunch with mother' for 1:00 p.m., for 11/2 hours.
We have added 'Birthday Lunch' in Location to distinguish it
from other types of lunches, as shown in Fig. 5.12 below.
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Fig. 5.12 Entering a Yearly Appointment.

Note that the meeting with the Managers is also shown on
the same day, as it is four weeks since
the last meeting. This information also
Managers meeting (My
appears on the Weekly and the Monthly
view, except that on the Monthly view you
get a somewhat restricted display of your
appointments,
as
shown
here
in
Fig. 5.13, even though the Monthly

display was maximised on the screen.
Try it!
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Planning a Meeting
Suppose we decide to invite other people into the meeting
with the Managers on 17 June. First, locate the date of the
meeting on the Calendar display and double-click the entry in
question

In the displayed 'Edit Recurring Event' screen, click the
Edit this occurrence radio button to display the Managers'
meeting dialogue box, then click the Send in e-mail button
to obtain the screen in Fig. 5.14, in which you
send.ne-m.,1
include the e-mail addresses of the colleague(s) you would
like to be present at the meeting. Next, type in the main body

of the e-mail something similar to our one line 'You are
invited ...' (you can, of course, type more lines if you want).

The rest of the information (subject line, and details of the
meeting below our one -line message), were automatically
inserted by Calendar. This really saves time and effort - it
could not be easier!
jellenagers
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Fig. 5.14 Scheduling Colleagues to Attend a Meeting

From here. you can organise meetings and send requests to

participants and then track the status of their response
provided, of course, you are either connected to a local
network or know their e-mail address.
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Using RSS Feeds
With Windows Live Mail, you can now read and
manage your blogs and RSS feeds from within

the application, at the same time as handling
your e-mail and calendar.

RSS stands for 'Really Simple Syndication'. They are also
called 'Feeds' and are just Web pages, designed to be read
by computers rather than people. RSS is a way for publishers

of online news agencies and magazines to make news,
blogs, and other content freely available to subscribers. You
find what you want, subscribe to it, and then every time the
author updates the content or writes something new, it is
delivered straight to Live Mail on your desk. Feeds offer an
easy way to keep up to date with what you are interested in.

The usual way to find a new RSS feed is to look on your
favourite Web sites and if they offer this feature, you will see
the tO icon. Clicking such an icon will open a Feed page. If
you like it, look for the link that lets you 'subscribe' and click
it, as shown in Fig. 5.15.
BBC News I World I UK Edition
Wm an viewhi a feed that contains frequently update/ cOrliOnt When you subscribe to a Ned
e is added to the Common Feed list Updated infonnabon hom the feed is automatically downloaded
to your computer and can be viewed in Internet Expiorer and other programs. Lean mere at ...it
teed:

4

to

red

Fig. 5.15 Subscribing to a Feed Using Explorer

This opens the Subscribe to this Feed dialogue box, as
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procedure. Next time you
open Windows Live Mail

Lie."4. i
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t pad lo hoodoo Br
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I

caw

)

Fig. 5.16 The Subscribe to a Feed
Box
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the
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completes

created feed will be there,

as shown in Fig. 5.17 on
the next page.
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Fig. 5.17 Reading a Feed

When you select a Feed, its downloaded contents are
displayed, as shown above. Live Mail checks the RSS
publisher's server for new and updated items on a regular
basis.

You can open a selected Feed by clicking on the View on
line link, pointed to above, which launches Internet Explorer
and displays the full
1...,1..mallOSSeldO
0. O.. Yaw
Ir

o.

.

as
article
in
it,
shown in Fig. 5.18.
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Fig. 5.18 A Feed Message Opened
in Internet Explorer

the Sync button

sy-.

-

,

Feed

message, and click
Delete

button

You need to

keep an eye on
Feed
messages
because they can
up
rather
build
quickly!

You can update
messages
instantly by pressing
Feed

manage feeds or move them by

pressing the corresponding toolbar buttons. It is worth getting
to know the RSS Feeds facility. Try it!
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Using Newsgroups
You can use Windows Live Mail to get in touch with
Newsgroups. Newsgroups are similar to the public
message boards of old, and are used to focus on a
particular topic of interest to its readers. There are
currently well over 100,000 Usenet newsgroups, but only a
quarter or so of those are active.

4_0

Newsgroups vary in popularity, with some only getting a
few posts a month while others get several hundred or more
messages a day. Newsgroups normally have administrators
who decide how long articles are kept on their server before
being deleted; some may keep articles for as little as one or
two weeks, others may hold them for many months
particularly if the articles deal with technical matters.
To start the application click the Newsgroups icon
at the
bottom of the Live Mail screen to open the screen shown in
Fig. 5.19 with the Microsoft Communities option to the left,
selected.
Microsoft Communities Ede

Edit

New

grew

Sjo

Sync

looms

&Mons

Newsgroups

/

e

noelluinClive.co.uk -

You are not subscribed to any newsgroups in this account. Would
o you like to view a list of available newsgroups now?

Quick views
Unread watched news
All news

Microsoft Communities
Outbox

Storage folders
Add newsgroup account

Fig. 5.19 Microsoft Communities

Clicking the View Newsgroups button displays a screen
similar to the one shown in Fig. 5.20 on the next page, with
several hundred entries of interest.
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Fig. 5.20 Microsoft Newsgroups Sites

You can search for topics contained in these Newsgroups by

typing something similar to what we show below. We are
naturally interested in the subject of Windows Live. so that is
what we typed. This narrows down the available sites to one
in our case, as shown below.
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Fig. 5.21 The Microsoft Windows Live Subgroups

Note that the list above includes abbreviations such as de
(for German), fr (for French), it (for Italian) sites. We selected
one without such abbreviations in its name and clicked the

Go to button. The screen that opened for us is shown in
Fig. 5.22 on the next page.
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Fig. 5.22 An Answer to a Query Posted on a Windows Live
Newsgroup

Note that if a query has been answered, a horizontal
arrowhead l appears against the original message. Clicking
this symbol opens all the answers relating to the query and
the symbol now changes to an inclined arrowhead 4, as it is
also shown in Fig. 5.22 above.

You can rate an answer, if you so wish, or answer the
person who posted the question directly by clicking the Reply
menu button and sending your answer via e-mail, or posting it
for everyone in the Newsgroup to see by clicking the Reply

group menu button which displays the group answer box
ready for you to type your message.
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Fig. 5.23 Posting a Reply to a Group
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Windows Live Writer is used to create and
format short online newsletters (blogs - short
for Weblogs) that are frequently updated and
are available for the general public to read.
Blogs are generally text posts, but a lot of them these days
include

rich

content,

such

as

images,

maps,

tables,

hyperlinks (that provide links to other blogs, Web pages and
other media with the same topic), and tags (keywords that
can be assigned to a blog post to indicate the category of the

blog). The ability for readers to leave comments in an
interactive format is an important part of any blog. Windows
Live Writer makes these facilities very easy to use.
If you want to see an explanation of what a blog is in plain
English, then have a look at the YouTube link below:

www.commoncraft.com/blogs
and start the video to display what is shown here in Fig. 6.1
after a few seconds.
Blops in Plain English

4.

00 MOO 00

Fig. 6.1 A Good Explanation of Blogging
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Before we look at Windows Live Writer in some detail,

it

might be a good idea to have a look at existing blogs on the
Internet. By now there are around 70 million blog sites on
various subjects and to find the one you are interested in

might be a rather daunting experience. Various search
engines make this easier for you, the most popular being
Google. Start your Web browser and type in the address box:

www.blogsearch.google.com
to open the screen shown in Fig. 6.2 below.
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Fig. 6.2 The Google Blog Search Screen

Next, type in the Search box what you are looking for, say
'Gardening', to open a screen similar to that in Fig. 6.3.
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Fig. 6.3 Some of the Available Blog Sites on Gardening
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As you can see, there are nearly 13 million blog sites on this
subject alone! Have a look at some to see what people write
about and how they structure their blogs.

Using Live Writer to Create a Blog
Live Writer can be used in two ways to create your blog. The
first method is to create a blog post from an existing Website,
while the second is to create a blog from scratch. We shall
examine each of these separately.

Creating a Blog from an Existing Web Site
Start Windows Internet Explorer and navigate to the Web site
page that contains the information you want to include in your

blog. We chose here to use one of our Websites that
contains a list of our books, as shown below.
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Fig. 6.4 Web Page Containirg Information for our Blog

Next, click the Tools menu option and select Blog This in
Windows Live Writer from the drop -down menu.
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This opens Windows Live Writer with the link to the Web
page already inserted into it. Below, we have typed a few
lines in the text area to indicate what the blog is about.
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Fig. 6.5 Web Page Containing Information for our Blog

At this stage it might be a good idea to save your work by
clicking the Save Draft button S"e d"ft followed by clicking
,

the Edit your space link to be found on the right of the
screen. This opens the screen below in an Internet Explorer
window.
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Fig. 6.6 The Edit My Space Screen
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From here you can control who has access to your blog by
select link and choosing either
clicking the People
I

Everyone (public), people

in

your Network, or specify

individuals from your Contacts List. When you finish, press
the Save button to save your settings. Once this is done, you
have access to the View your space link. In the displayed
screen you can also edit your profile, including what you want
to be displayed about yourself.
Returning to the Windows Live Writer screen you can now
select the date to publish. Clicking the Publish button
uploads your blog to the Web and opens automatically an
Internet Explorer window in which your blog is displayed.

Creating a Blog from Scratch
To create a blog from scratch, start Windows Live Writer, or if
it is already open click the New button, to open the screen
below.
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Fig. 6.7 The New Blog Screen

Note the Formatting toolbar at the top and the list of items in
the Task pane on the right that you can use to Insert photos,
videos. hyperlinks, etc.. in your blog.
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The Menu Bar Options
Each menu option has associated with
Fie

Edit

Vie,.

Insert

Post
osoe

Format
Cle11.44

CM -G

CieIm0

irj

Sane lour! draft

CletS

Post draft to biog

Post *et ond odewine

sub -menu.

it

a

Left -clicking

pull -down
a Menu

bar option, reveals the pull -down
sub -menu
it.
associated with
Fig. 6.8 shows the sub -menu

commands of the File option which
are largely self-explanatory.

0.1.10

Some

Pont preview-

_
X Deiete draft-

of

the

sub -menu

commands can be accessed with
O Publish to blog
CtrlShetP
'quick key' combinations from the
Close
keyboard. These are shown on the
drop -down menus. For example,
Fig. 6.8 The File
Ctrl+S is the quick key for the
Sub -menu
Save local draft option in the File
sub -menu. If a sub -menu option is not available at any time,
like New paw_ above, it will display in a grey colour.
AIt

F!

Shortcut Menus
A context -sensitive shortcut menu is also available for the
text entry area of Live Writer. If you click
Ente, a post title
the right mouse button on any part of this
a.

Cut

11 Paste
Paste special...
Select all

irsperlint
Align

Numbering
Bullets

Fig. 6.9
A Shortcut Menu

area of the screen, a shortcut menu is
displayed with the most frequently used
commands, as shown here in Fig. 6.9,
relating to text entry.

Note that the Cut and Copy commands
only become effective if you have some
text selected.

Left -clicking

one of the

options in the shortcut menu selects that
option, while clicking on an area outside
the shortcut menu (or pressing the Esc
key), closes down the shortcut menu.

Note that some options in a shortcut menu can also be found

the Edit sub -menu, while others can be found in the
sub -menu of the Insert option on the Formatting toolbar or
the Task pane. Use whichever is more convenient for you.
in
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Entering Text
To illustrate some of Live Writer's capabilities, you need to
have a short text at hand. You might like to type the :ext
below, but to see what is shown here, maximise Live Writer's
window (click the lizal button on its window), and start a new
paragraph (by pressing Enter) after a colon (:) or semicolon
(;) as shown in Fig. 6.10 below. Don't worry if the length of
the lines in our example differs from those on your display
It might not be generally known that Google is more than a Web Search engine. In
fact, you can use:

Google Product Search and Google Checkout to make your online shopping quick
and easy:

Google News to keep up-to-date with news;

Google Finance to get an instant up-to-date and historical data on stocks and
shares, mutual funds and companies;
Gmail to send and receive emails;

Google Docs to create organise and share your documents, spreadsheets and
presentations;

Picasa to organise and share your photos;
YouTube to search for view and upload your videos on to the Internet;

Google Maps to view maps and find local business information, how to get drying

directions and traffic information, view satellite imagery and walk through street
views of many places of the World;

Google Earth to 'fly' anywhere on Earth and view satellite imagery, maps terrain,
street views and 3D buildings.

Fig. 6.10 The Beginnings of a Blog

As you type in text, any time you want to force a new line, or
paragraph, just press the Enter key - Live Writer does not
support word wrap. If you make a mistake while typing, press
the backspace (BkSp) key enough times to erase it and start
again. Finally, you can move the cursor around a document
with the normal direction keys listed below.
To move

Press

Left one character
Right one character
Up one line
Down one line

4-c.

4
b
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Editing and Formatting Text
For small deletions, such as letters or words, the easiest
method is to use the Delete (Del) or Backspace (BkSp)
keys. To remove a character with the Del key, position the
cursor to the left of the first character you want to remove and

press Del; the character is deleted and the following text
moves one space to the left. With the BkSp key, position the

cursor to the right of the character you want to delete and
press BkSp; the cursor moves one space to the left pulling
the rest of the line with it, overwriting the character to be
deleted.

g

When larger scale editing is needed you have several
alternatives. You could first 'select' the text to be
altered (see below), then use the Cut, Copy and Paste

buttons, shown here, and available in the Edit sub -

menu. Alternatively, you could use the quick key
combinations, Ctrl+X to cut, Ctrl+C to copy, and Ctrl+V to
paste. These operations are carried out via the system
Clipboard.

To select text with the keyboard, position the insertion
pointer on the first character to be selected and hold down

the Shift key while using the arrow keys to highlight the
required text, then release the Shift key.

To select text with the mouse, press down the left mouse

button at the beginning of the block and while holding

it

pressed, drag the cursor across the block so that the desired
text is highlighted, then release the mouse button.

Once text has been selected it can be copied to another
location in your present document, to another Live Writer
document, or indeed to another Windows application.

To change our blog to what is
shown on the next page, do the
following:

KM

Insert

Format

Preview

Same
Eft wing theme

Click the View menu command
and make sure that the option
Edit using theme is not ticked.
If it is click on it to remove it.
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In Preen, of Goo&

It might not be generally known that Google is more than a Web Search engine. In fact, you can use:
Omni* Product Search and Goodie Checkout to make your online shopping quick and easy.

Doodle Newt to keep up to date with news.
Om** finance to get an itotant W to date end hmorical data on stocks and shares. mutual finds and companies.
Cloned to send and receive emails.

Geed* Dom to create cagoule and Owe you, doctment, spreadsheet and presentations.
Please to otter.. and Share yaw photos.
Youittie to search for new and upload 80..m videos on to Me kennel.
Geesle Mops to view nap and find local tuskless information. bow to ate drInna direction& and befit Mfonnstion. slew letellite imagery
and walk throigh sheet views of miry pieces of the World.

Womb ffarth to ill? annAerit an Earth and view Wattle Whalen, map terrain. street ulnas and ID headings

Fig. 6.12 The Edited Blog Text

To make the rest of the changes shown above in Fig. 6.12,
do the following:

Click the Enter post Title area and type the words In
Praise of Google.
In the main text area, select the first line, then click the
Font icon on the Formatting bar
to display the
Font box shown in Fig. 6.13 below.
,

In Prais of Google
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Fig. 6.13 The Font Dialogue Box

Click the down-arrow under Color to open the drop down list of colours and select Blue. Next, click the
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Bold Italic option. In this dialogue box you can change

the Font type and its size. Click OK to action the
changes made so far.

Place the insertion pointer anywhere in the newly
changed first line of the main text and click the
down-arrow against the Change Text Style button and
select Heading 1 from the drop -down list. The changes
take effect immediately, increasing the font size of the
text.

Select, in turn, each
title
of
Google's
applications listed in

7 LPAABAPA

.) Bit AA IE

In Praise of Google

the main text area
and click the Bold

It might not be generally known that

icon

Google Product Search and Google Checkout to

on

the

Formatting bar, as

oogte

to Feet/ up to date with news:

shown in Fig. 6.14
for the first two titles.
Fig. 6.14 Emboldening Titles

Every so often while editing your blog, click the

icon at

the top of the Live Writer window to save your work. To
Preslev
preview it, click the Preview
button at the
bottom of Live Writer window, while to continue with your
editing, click the Edit button.

When you are satisfied with your changes to your blog,
click the
button on the toolbar to publish your work,
which will be displayed in your browser as follows.
In Praise of Ciooii,

It might not be generally known that Google is more than a Web Search
engine. In fact, you can use:

Google Product Search and Google Checkout !o make your online
shopping quick and easy.

Google News to keep up to date with news,
Google Finance to get an instant up to date and historical data on
stocks and shares, mutual funds and companies.
Gmail to send and receive emails;

Fig. 6.15 Part of our Published Blog
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Inserting Pictures in a Blog
To insert a picture in your blog, click the Picture
link under the Insert entry in the Task pane,
shown here in Fig. 6.16. Next, navigate to where
the picture you want to insert is to be found, and
click it. For us, the result is as shown in Fig. 6.17.
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Fig. 6.17 Inserting a Picture in a Blog

The contents of the Task pane are now replaced by a 3 -tab
options screen, provided the picture is selected. Above we
show the contents of the Picture tab in which you can select

the Layout of the picture from a drop -down list - you can
choose between Inline, Left, Right, and Center. Unfortunately
there is no option to wrap text around a picture.

The distance of the picture from the right edge of the
screen Is controlled by the Right margin option, while the size

of the picture can be made smaller by placing the mouse
pointer on one of the corner handles and when it changes to
an inclined two headed arrow ra, , move it towards the centre
of the picture. To increase the size of the picture, drag the
inclined two headed arrow pointer away from the picture.
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To move the picture vertically
within the text area, place the
mouse pointer on the picture
and when it is changed into a
four -headed arrow )3c, drag
the picture up or down.
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The tilting of the picture is
controlled from the Advanced
tab, shown here in Fig. 6.18,
together with those of the

Fig. 6.18 The Advanced and
Effects Tab Screen Options

Effects tab.

Live Writer allows you to select a group of pictures and
place them within your blog. To do so, click the Photo Album
link under the Insert entry in the Task pane (see Fig. 6.16).
This opens the dialogue box shown on the right of Fig. 6.19
into which you drag a selection of photos, as shown.
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Fig. 6.19 Dragging Pictures into the Insert Album Box

Use Windows Explorer to navigate to where the photos you
want to include in your blog are to be found. Arrange the two
windows side -by -side, as shown above, then if you want to
select all the photos in a folder, use the Ctrl+A key
combination to highlight them all and drag them with the left
mouse button depressed into the Insert Album Box.
Alternatively, you can drag each photo in turn.
Finally, give the album a name, and click the Insert button
to place the album in your blog.
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In Fig. 6.20 below, we chose the selected photos in a Scatter
Album style.
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Fig. 6.20 Inserting an Album in a Blog in a Scatter Style

To see all the Album style options available

to you, click the down-arrow pointed to in
Fig. 6.21 to the left.

Fig. 6.21 Available Album

Inserting a Table in a Blog
You can insert a table in your
blog by clicking the Table link
under the Insert entry in the

!nun UP*
Sue

Eowi
tig/th:

colsossns
4

2

Task pane (see Fig. 6.16).
This opens the dialogue box
shown in Fig. 6.22, in which

pods

Appewence
Shoow table taws*.

pods

p_ed cell contents

poets

ipece between

pods

you can specify the number of
rows and columns you require.
Cdoncd

Fig. 6.22 The Insert Table Box
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Inserting a Video in a Blog
Fmr. WO

Writer makes it
extremely easy to add a
video to your blog. Click
the Video link under the
Insert entry in the Task
pane (see Fig. 6.16), to
open the window shown
in Fig. 6.23.
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Fig. 6.23 The Insert Video Box

videos. We chose the
one called 'wildlife.wmv'.

Live Writer provides you with the YouTube site to store your

video. The site requires you to sign up and agree to their
terms and conditions, before you can proceed. It is as simple
as that!

Editing or Deleting Individual Postings
Sometimes you might want to edit or delete individual
postings which are already in your Blog Space. How to do
this is not immediately obvious, so we will take you through
the necessary steps.

In a New Live Writer window, click the Edit your space
link to be found at the top of the Task pane, as shown here in
Fig. 6.24.
Noes space
When the Edit space screen opens, left click the title of the posting you want to edit

or delete, as shown in Fig. 6.25 on the
next page.

Drafts

Resendy posted
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Fig. 6.24 Available Album
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22 May

Bernard Babani publishing - Noel Kantaris and Phil Oliver computer books
The last three books we have written

restricted to 128 pages but are punted ui Full Colour. These are

Fig. 6.25 Left -clicking a Postings Title you want to Edit or Delete

This opens another screen with the Edit and Delete buttons
in it, as shown in Fig. 6.26 below.
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Fig. 6.26 The Screen from which you can Edit or Delete a Posting

To delete the posting from your Blog Space, click the Delete
button. To edit the posting, click the Edit button to display the
screen in Fig. 6.27.

.....ulvetaretoteeto

tittle%

Fig. 6.27 The Edit a Posting Screen

As you can see, the editing facilities here have additional
formatting functionality, such as being able to increase or
decrease text indent, insert a search link, insert a line, use
text highlight colouring, and add emoticons (short for emotion
icons). Having edited your posting, don't forget to Publish it
again.
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Deleting a Blog Space
To delete your entire Blog Space with all its postings (so you
can start afresh), click the Edit your space link
opsior l.4.10

at the top of the Task pane, and on the next
screen click Options and select General, as

General
Permesseons

JJ

shown here in Fig. 6.28.

8109

E-matl publ,ne
Stabstxs

Fig. 6.28 Available Album

More OphOn,

This opens yet another screen at the very bottom of which
you will see the Delete your space button with a warning
above it, as shown in Fig. 6.29.

DNw your woo

Fig. 6.29 The Screen from which you can Delete your Space

Getting Help with Live Writer
To open the Live Writer's Help screen, click the Help icon
on the Toolbar.
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Fig. 6.30 The Edit a Posting Screen

It is worth spending some time here as there is a lot more to
Live Writer than we were able to cover in the available space.
We hope we have given you sufficient basic information, to
have the confidence to try the rest for yourself. Have fun!
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Windows Live Movie Maker
With Windows Live Movie Maker you can
edit and rearrange your home-made video
cam movies, make a shorter version of
them, add still pictures and voice-over, and
either post them to the Web for all to see, or
send them to your friends as an attachment to an e-mail.

The Live Movie Maker can be found in the All Programs
listing. Clicking its icon B starts the program and displays a
screen similar to that shown in Fig. 7.1.
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Fig. 7.1 The Windows Movie Maker Screen

The displayed screen is divided into three areas, with the top
area showing the Ribbon which includes all of the available
tasks you can apply to a project. Below the Ribbon there are
two areas with the one to the right being where you drag your

videos and photos, and the one to the left being the area
where your project is played.
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Old Project Files into Video Files
By now you may have discovered that attempting to open in
Live Movie Maker files with the extension .mswmm made
with the previous version of Windows Movie Maker, results in

the display of a warning box similar to the one shown in
Fig. 7.5 below.
IWIrdows Mae Moot Meker

0 Mane Maker doer t swoon the selected hie type
How caw I odd Yuroon to, twotet DV gff.iel.

Fig. 7.5 The Warning Box

If you look at the properties of such a file, you might be able
to assign a different program to open it, as shown in Fig. 7.6.
but none of the applications offered will open it.
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Fig. 7.6 Applications you Could Assign to Open the File

The reason for this is that the .mswmm files are actually
Project files created with a previous version of Movie Maker:
they only hold information on which clips to play at what time
interval and for how long. In Fig. 7.5. Windows Live Movie
Maker can not open such a file. The same thing will happen if
you select a different application for opening such a file. To
be able to use such a file in Live Movie Maker, you must first
convert it to a .wmv (video) file.
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To do this, open it in the Windows Vista version of Movie
Maker that was used to create it, as shown in Fig. 7.7.

Fig. 7.7 A Project File OpE ned in the Windows Movie Maker it was
Created in

Above, we also show the Project file dragged onto the
Storyboard. Doing so, activates the Publish Movie button
on the Movie Maker's toolbar and makes it usable. Clicking
the Publish Movie button displays the screen in Fig. 7.8.
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Fig. 7.8 The Publish Movie Dialogue Box

Next, select the option This computer, and click Next to
open the next dialogue box, as shown in Fig. 7.9 overleaf.
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Name Me movie you are publishing
Fee wee

hotelehlo

Ilrewse-

Fig. 7.9 Naming the Movie to be Published

Here we named the movie Bear and we published it to the D:
drive, which is actually a memory stick attached to the

Windows Vista computer, because we want to be able to
transfer it to the PC running Windows 7 - make sure there is
enough free space on the memory stick you are using. In this
case the file was only 6.78 MB, but in your case it might be
much larger. Clicking Next, opens the screen shown in
Fig. 7.10.
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Fig. 7.10 Choosing the Settings for the Movie to be Published

Here we selected the option Best quality for playback on
my computer and clicked the Publish button.
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Playing a Converted Project File
Below, we show the file of the transferred movie which is now
on the memory stick attacl-ed to our Windows 7 computer.
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Fig. 7.11 The Transferred File and its Properties

As you can see above the file has a .wmv extension, but it is
assigned to Windows Media Player. You can change this by
clicking the Change button on the Properties dialogue box
and selecting instead Windows Live Movie Maker from the
available choices. Double-clicking the file, opens it in the
selected application, as shown in Fig. 7.12 below.

Fig. 7.12 The Transferred File Loaded in Windows Live Movie
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Video Editing
We will use the Wildlife video as an example to show the
editing abilities of Movie Maker. To begin the process, start
Movie Maker and click the Add videos and photos button
shown selected in the composite of Fig. 7.13. This opens the
Sample Video folder showing for us the two available videos.
Double-clicking the Wildlife file opens it in Movie Maker, as
shown in Fig. 7.14 on the next page.
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Fig. 7.13 Selecting a Video to Insert in the Movie Maker Screen

On the top of the Movie Maker screen there is the usual
Ribbon containing the Tabs, Groups and Commands
available to you at that time. These Tabs, Groups and
Commands change once a video file is inserted in the
Workspace area, as seen in Fig. 7.14, where we have also
selected the Edit tab on the Ribbon.
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Fig. 7.14 The Storyboard in Movie Maker
It

is here that you assemble or edit your movie - with the

Storyboard focusing on sequencing. Also note the two useful
tools at the bottom of the screen; the Zoom time scale. and
the Change thumbnail size.

As you drag the Zoom time scale handle to the right the
Storyboard expands, which allows you to locate desired
points in a video more accurately. Clicking the Change
thumbnail size icon, displays a menu which gives you the
option to change the size of the displayed thumbnails. Do try
these to see how they work.

Finally have a close look at the available editing tools in
the Edit tab which include the Split tool and the Trim tool,
both of which can be used in editing a video. Other tools on
the Ribbon allow you to synchronise video clips with audio
clips, or create fading transitions between clips.

You can start the Wildlife video by clicking the Play button

below the Preview pane, or by pressing the Space bar on
the keyboard. To stop a video click the Pause button, or
press the Space bar on the keyboard once more.
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You can also move through a video frame by frame. To go
forward, click the Next frame button or press the L keyboard
key (see Fig. 7.15 below), while to go backwards, click the
Previous frame button or press the J keyboard key.
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Fig. 7.15 Playing a Video

If you continue watching the video you will come across
several frames in which alarmed birds take off and their
wings obscure the birds on the hill, as shown above. We are

only using this as an example of how to remove such
offending frames from a video. After all, it could be a waving
hand that momentarily obscured a bride's face in a wedding
video and spoils the whole precious moment!

To remove unwanted frames, stop the video at the first

offending place and use the Previous Frame and Next
Frame controls to move it a fraction of a second before the
offending instance, then click the Split button on the Edit tab.
Next, find the last offending frame and split the video again.
Finally, remove the offending frames by right -clicking them
and selecting Remove from the drop -down menu. To save
your creation,

use

the

File,

Save Project As menu

command. To recover your edited project later, use the File,
Open command.
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Creating a Slide Movie
You can use Movie Maker to create a slide show. As an
example we will use some of the pictures in the Sample
Pictures folder to be found in the Public folder that came
with Windows 7. To do so, click the Add videos and photos
button on the Home tab and navigate to Pictures. Sample
Pictures folder, pointed to in Fig. 7.16 below.
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Fig. 7.16 Selecting Pictures for a Slide Show
it to reveal its contents. We
selected five pictures with a common theme flowers. You
could, of course use your own selection of pictures.

Clicking this folder, opens
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Fig. 7.17 The Selected Pictures for the Slide Show
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To rearrange the sequence of these pictures, drag them in
the Workspace area and place them in the sequence you
want them to appear in your slide show.
You can import an audio file that plays while the slide show

is actually displaying. To do so, go to the start of the first
slide, click the Select all command in the Editing group on
the Home tab, then use the Add music button on the Home
tab and select Add music at the current point. This opens
your Music folder from which either choose your own (short)
music, or open the Sample Music folder and select one from
the displayed list, as shown in Fig. 7.18.
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Fig. 7.18 Selecting a Music Track for the Slide Show

Selecting a short track (the one above is less than 3 minutes
long), and clicking Open, includes your music selection with
the chosen pictures and returns you to Movie Maker.

You can also include 'transitions' between pictures so that

you do not have abrupt changes from one picture to the
other. To do this, select all the pictures again, then click the
Animations tab and select the Crossfade transition, pointed
to in Fig. 7.19 below.
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Fig. 7.19 The Visual Effects Tab Options

As you can see, there are also visual effects you could apply
to your creation, but we leave that to you to experiment with.
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Next, click the Edit tab on the Ribbon and note the default
transition time of 5.00 seconds pointed to in Fig. 7.20 below
which can be changed to suit your needs, by clicking the

r

down-arrow and selecting from the drop -down list.
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Fig. 7.20 The Edit Tab Options

chosen to include music in

your slide show. To do
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Fig. 7.21 The Home Tab Options

this, click the Home tab on
the Ribbon and select the
to
music option
Fit
pointed to in Fig. 7.21.

What this does is to adjust the transition time of your slide
show to fit the actual length of the selected music. This is why
we chose a rather short music track.

Test your creation by clicking the Play button. Note the
position of the Playing monitor at the bottom left of the
screen, pointed to in Fig. 7.22.
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Fig. 7.22 Playing the Newly Created Movie

The screen dump above was taken just as the second picture
was about to appear in the preview area, 33 seconds from
the start of the movie.
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Finally, select all the adjusted picture frames, then click the

More options button in the Sharing group, pointed to in
Fig. 7.23(a) to open all the available options, as shown in
Fig. 7.23(b).

(a)
(b)

Fig. 7.23 Creating your Movie

For testing purposes, we suggest you select the option
pointed to in Fig. 7.23(b) as it will take less time to create the

movie. When you are satisfied with your efforts you could
select to burn your creation on a DVD or publish it on the
Web. The created movie will be saved by default in your
user's Videos folder under the name My Movie, unless you
change it. After it is created, a dialogue box is displayed and
clicking the Play button, starts playing the movie.

Having gone through the above, now start a new project,
drag the same pictures into the working area, then click on
the AutoMovie button and follow the instructions and save
the result as a project. Do try it!

Publishing to a Social Network
To publish photos or a video, click the Home tab, then click
the More options button in the Sharing group, as discussed

above, and select the Add a plug-in option from the
drop -down menu, as shown in Fig. 7.24.
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Fig. 7.24 Adding a Plug-in
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From here we can download the Facebook plug-in, from the
displayed Web site.
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Fig. 7.25 The Plug -ins for Uploading Pictures and Videos

The Live Upload to Facebook plug-in, when downloaded
and installed, appears as an additional option on the Home,
Sharing group. It also appears on the Publish, More
Services sub -menu of Live Photo Gallery.

The Facebook button, pointed to in Fig. 7.26, is used to
upload only pictures to Facebook, while the YouTube button
(see Fig. 7.27) is used to upload either pictures or videos to
YouTube; these two being amongst the most popular social
networking sites.
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Fig. 7.26 The Visual Effects Tab Options

Also, do checkout the various options available in the Format
tab shown above.
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To upload your newly created video to one of the social
networks,
leeniN, 46 16
Publistirfn rouTube

Fig. 7.27

say

YouTube,

click

the

Publish on YouTube button shown here
in Fig. 7.27. YouTube asks you to sign in
into your YouTube account (if you don't
have one you must first create it), and
displays the screen shown in Fig. 7.28

litoeUpload to YouTube

Publish your video on YouTube
YouTube account:
Remove

['eelantani
Title:
my move!

Description:

Keyy.ords (space separated):

Category:

[Select a cakgety...
Permission:

Pubk

Privacy Information

Fig. 7.28 Creating our Own Video Space on YouTube

After entering the required information, click the Publish
button. Live Movie Maker first converts your movie to a
format suitable for publication, then publishes it on YouTube.

It takes some time before you can see your uploaded
video, then a bit more time before the video is released to the
general public.
***

We leave

it

to you to explore additional Movie Maker

capabilities. Have fun!
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Windows Live Toolbar
The Windows Live Toolbar is inserted in Internet Explorer, as
shown in Fig. 8.1 below, so that all the Live applications are
available to you from there.
.tea., M.
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Fig. 8.1 The Windows Live Toolbar

Configuring IE for Live Toolbar
For the selection of options on the Live Toolbar to work
correctly, you need to configure Internet Explorer, as follows:

Start Internet Explorer, click the Tools menu option and
select Internet Options from the sub -menu to open a
dialogue box by the same name.

In the Security tab of the displayed dialogue box, click
the Custom level button at the bottom of the box.
In the Security Settings box that opens, scroll down to

Active X controls and plug -ins and click the Enable
radio button, then scroll even further down to Active
scripting and click the Enable radio button.
In the Privacy tab, click the Default button and slide the

displayed slider under Settings, to a security level of
Medium High or lower.
In the Advanced tab, in the Security section, select the

Warn if changing between secure and not secure
mode check box to turn off this option.

Finally, click OK and Yes on the displayed warning box, and
Apply on the Internet Options dialogue box, followed by OK.
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The Search Facility
Clicking the down-arrow to the right of the Search text box,
reveals a drop -down menu, as
cap
shown
here in Fig. 8.2, from
r
which you can direct your search
to specific areas. For example,
g.
typing Moon in the Search box,
s New

W

News

Feeds

TM see

# Sum. computer

Windows

pointing

then

and

clicking

Images, opens the application

Encyckypeche

bing and displays all the images
of the moon it can find, as shown

Fig. 8.2 Live Search Areas

in Fig. 8.3.
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Fig. 8.3 The Result of an Image Search

What's New in your Network
Clicking the What's New button (or indeed any of the other
buttons on the Live Toolbar for the first time), opens the
screen shown
Westiseesteer

in

8.4.

Fig.

Click the Sign
in

button

to

open the text
area

where

you type your
Fig. 8.4 Signing in to Windows Live
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Clicking Sign in once more, opens a small screen, as shown
at the top of Fig. 8.5. Clicking the View more of what's new
link, loads and opens the actual screen of the selected Live
Toolbar option. In Fig. 8.5 we show both screens open at the
same time.
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Fig. 8.5 What's New on your Network Screens

There is a wealth of options here which you can explore for
yourself, including your latest e-mail messages, alerts from
your Calendar, what's new that people in your network have
done lately and posted their doings so you can look at them,
and some inevitable advertisements! It seems that you can't
get anything free these days without advertisements.

Your Profile Option
Clicking the Profile button, displays your profile and asks you
to insert your occupation, location, and other details, if you

haven't done so already, as shown in Fig. 8.6 on the next
page.

As you can see, the application has also included our Blog
Images, the ones we posted to our blog when discussing the
subject earlier in the book. The displayed advertisement will
most definitely be different for you.
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Fig. 8.6 Your Profile Screen

Your Mail Option
Clicking the Mail toolbar option, opens your Windows Live
Mail, as shown in Fig. 8.7. Again, we show both the first box
that opens with your mail messages and the result of clicking
the link.
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From here you can manage newsletters, read blogs, connect
to your Hotmail account, see who's on line, and add some
people to your network so you can, and they can, see wha:
you are all up to.

The Photos Option
Clicking the Photos toolbar button, displays the screen
shown in Fig. 8.8 below.
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Fig. 8.8 The Photos Option

Here you can see your recent photo albums, and the
available space on your SkyDrive to which you could upload
your photos, videos, blogs, etc., so you could share them with
friends and family, so just store them.

The Calendar Option
Clicking the Calendar button on the Live Toolbar, might ask
you to enter your time zone before loading your Calendar.
Again, when you first click the Calendar option on the Live
Toolbar, a small calendar is displayed, but clicking the link,
causes

it

to

load and display the

full

version of the

application, as shown with both displays open in Fig. 8.9 on
the next page.
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We have covered Calendar fully in Chapter 5, so we will not
pursue it here any further.

The MSN Option
Clicking the MSN option on the Live Toolbar displays the
window shown at the top -right of Fig. 8.10, and following the
link displays the full screen shown below.

Fig. 8.10 The MSN Option Screens
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The Share Option
You can share Web pages with friends and family - the
group of people you communicate with and share information

with, including those you have added to your Profile and
Messenger.

When you add Favorites in the Shared Favorites folder
on Windows Live SkyDrive, people in your network can see
them in your What 's new list which appears in your Profile
and Mail.

Fig. 8.11 below shows the Share screens open on the
same screen dump.
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Other Toolbar Options
Additional option buttons on the Live Toolbar give you access
to Live Search Maps - To Get news from MSN, click the
__JE button on the Live Toolbar. Clicking the down-arrow on
this button displays a list of 30 current news items that you
could read at your leisure. These two facilities are discussed
next in a bit more detail.
.
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Live Maps
Live Maps allows you to find maps of even small hamlets in
the UK and a bit larger ones abroad. When you first click the
Live Search Maps - button on the Live Toolbar, the screen
in Fig. 8.12 is displayed.
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Below we entered the name of a small Hamlet in West
Cornwall, called Trevarth, then clicked the Find link. Note
that you have the choice of displaying two more types of
maps; Ordnance Survey (as in Fig. 8.14), and Aerial (as in
Fig. 8.15), both shown on the next page. You are even given
the name of the nearest railway station.
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We find these maps quite impressive! Further, on the left of
each map display you can find varying useful information,
including the location of petrol stations and parking areas.
At the top of each map there is a window in which you can
request directions from one location to another, while at the
right of each map there are navigation buttons to move your
viewing area to an adjoining location.

Getting News from MSN
button on the Live
Clicking the Get news from MSN
Toolbar, and selecting the first item on the list, displays the
screen shown in Fig. 8.16 on the next page. On the same
screen we show the list of today's news topics that display
when you click the down arrow on the button. You can select

any of these links to read its contents in more detail, as
shown in Fig. 8.17, also shown on the next page.
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Finally, you can choose to translate a Web page from one
language to another
synchronise your favourites across
multiple computers
or add buttons to Windows Live
Toolbar
We leave it to you to explore these additional
,

,

.

facilities, so try them and see where it leads you. Enjoy!
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Microsoft Security Essentials
Microsoft Security Essentials is a free suite of
programs which is made available to all
genuine Windows XP, Vista, and Windows 7
users. It comes in both 32 -bit and 64 -bit
versions, except for Windows XP which only
come with the 32 -bit version.

Microsoft created its Security Essentials application to
provide security against viruses and malware for PCs that are

not protected with such products, because many first-time
users don't activate time -limited programs that are supplied
with new PCs, or others, particularly those in emerging
countries, can't afford to pay for security programs, most of
which need to be renewed yearly.

To download the Microsoft Security
Internet Explorer and go to:

Essentials, start

www.microsoft.com/downloads/
Next, locate Microsoft Security Essentials, and click the
Download button to start a Wizard which steps you through
the installation process. After the Welcome and License
agreement screens, the Wizard displays the Windows
Validations screen, as shown in Fig. 9.1.
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Unless you have genuine Windows software running on your
the validation process will fail and Security
Essentials will not install. If validation is successful, the
screen in Fig. 9.2 is displayed.
computer,

x

1

Ready to install Microsoft Security Essentials

If you have other antivirus or antispyware programs installed on your computer they may conflict with
Microsoft Security Essentials and prevent it from working property. Having multiple antivirus Or antispyware
programs may also cause severe performance issues on your computer.
We recommend that you remove other antivirus and antispyware programs before continuing with the
Microsoft Security Essentials Installation Wuard

How do I remere Other antivirus or onmey.are woven's'

Install >

Cancel

Fig. 9.2 Warning Relating to Running Antivirus Programs

Essentially you are warned that running multiple antivirus
programs might cause a conflict, and you are advised to
disable them before proceeding.

Once installation is complete, you are directed to automatic
virus and spyware definition updates, before you are asked to
scan your computer, as shown in Fig. 9.3.
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Fig. 9.3
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You have three scanning options: Quick, Full or Custom. We
suggest that if you haven't scanned your computer before, to
select the Full option, even though it takes longer to
complete.

Scheduling a Scan Regime
To schedule a scan click the Change My Scan Schedule
link on the Home window to open the screen of Fig. 9.4.
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Fig. 9.4 Selecting Scan Options

We suggest you work your way through all the options
offered in the left-hand pane and select what is suitable for
yourself. Perhaps after the first 'Full' scan of your computer
you could select a 'Quick' scan for all subsequent occasions.
You could also select a suitable time for when these scans
should take place.
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The History Tab Screen
To see all Detected Items, Quarantined Items, and
Allowed Items, click the History tab, as shown in Fig. 9.5
below.
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Fig. 9.5 The History Tab Screen

To remove all history, click the Delete History button at the
bottom of the above screen.

As Microsoft Security Essentials doesn't include a Firewall,
do remember to enable the Windows Firewall, by using the
Start, Control Panel option and selecting the System and
Security entry from the displayed screen. Make sure that
under Security, the Windows Firewall is active. Also while
you are there, enable the Windows Update option, if not
already enabled.
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Office Outlook Connector
If you have Microsoft Office 2003 or 2007 and are using the
version of Microsoft Outlook that came with these two
versions of Office for receiving e-mail messages, and

accessing your contacts and Calendar entries, then Windows
Outlook Connector is a must for you.

If you have downloaded Windows Outlook Connector with
the other Windows Live Applications, you can skip the next
few paragraphs. If not, exit Microsoft Outlook, start Internet
Explorer and go to:

http://download.live.com/

Next, locate Microsoft Office Outlook Connector, under
Additional Programs, download it and follow the on -screen
instructions.
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Fig. 10.1 The Live Account Folders and
Inbox Contents

Microsoft Outlook it
will
ask
you
to
configure
Outlook
Connector by entering

your e-mail address,
your password, and

your name as

you

want it to appear on
the recipients Inbox.
After
Outlook
opens, your Windows
Live Mail (or Hotmail)
account appears in
the Navigation Pane,
as
pointed
Fig. 10.1.

to

in
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Getting Help
To find out what you can do with Office Outlook Connector,
click its menu entry, as
111IoN11C
shown in Fig. 10.2 and
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Fig. 10.3 The Microsoft Outlook Help Screen

From here you choose the links to help you find more
information. For example, clicking the Learn about the
Microsoft Office Outlook Connector link pointed to in Fig.
10.3 takes you to the help page associated with that link.
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On the left pane of the Help screen on Fig. 10.3, you can also

see help links to the various versions of Outlook, but do
remember that the only ones relevant to the Outlook
Connector are those associated with Outlook 2003 and 2007.

Adding a New Web -based Account
To add a new account to

%Wok Connector I bet')

Outlook, such as one
using Hotmail, click the
Add a New Account

learr about Windows Live and Outlook
Add a New Account...

sb

sub -menu of the Outlook
Connector option. This

Download Mode
Ssttings

opens a screen in which
you are asked to type in

Contact Us

Abot.t Outlook Connector

the

Microsoft Software License Terris
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Restarting Outlook displays a further dialogue box asking you
to Sign in. In the
tetcrosolt Office Outlook Corrector
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Fig. 10.7 Adding a New Account

displayed box, change
the e-mail address from
the one offered to you
to your Live e-mail
address, and type the
appropriate password,
as
shown
here
in
Fig. 10.7. The message
at

the bottom of the

screen refers to
attempt
made

the
by

Outlook to sign you in

using the offered e-mail
address of the account you were trying to add to Outlook (the

Gmail address in our case). Having changed the e-mail
address and typed the password, click the Sign in button.

is imperative that you wait while Outlook
synchronises with the new account and
downloads any messages from it. Keep an
eye on the right-hand corner of Outlook's
Status bar, and when the download finishes
you will be ready to open the newly created
It
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folder of the new account on the Folders
list, as shown here in Fig. 10.8.
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Fig. 10.8 The New Account in the Folders List

Removing an Account from the Folders List
If you were impatient and tried to open the new account
folder before synchronisation and downloading was
completed, then attempting to open the newly created
account folder results in an error. If that is the case, you must
remove this account from the Folders list and start again from
the beginning.
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To remove an account, for any reason, from the Folders list,
do the following:
Click the Start button and select Control Panel.

In Control Panel click
User Accounts
the
and Family Safety link

or warm sow ocanolls
1:7LAIMjni&AMLEIJ
pukallal emit.* for am user

shown here.

In the displayed screen, click the Mail icon, as shown
in Fig. 10.9.
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Fig. 10.9 The Control Panel User Accounts
and Safety Screen

In the Mail Setup - Outlook box, shown in Fig. 10.10,
click the E-mail Accounts button to open the screen
shown in Fig. 10 11 on the next page.
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Fig. 10.10 The Mail Setup - Outlook Box
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On the displayed screen, shown below, select the
account to be removed and click the Remove button.
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Fig. 10.11 Removing an E-mail Account

E-mail Downloading Modes
Another useful option available in Outlook Connector is the
choice of what you want to download, as shown in Fig. 10.12.
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Fig. 10.12 Choosing a Download Mode

As you can see, you can choose between downloading 'Full
Items', 'Headers and then Full Items', or just 'Headers'. We
leave it to you to investigate the advantages of each of these
choices.

That's all the available space allocated for this book. We
hope we have given you sufficient basic knowledge to be
able to forge ahead by yourselves!
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An Introduction to Windows Live Essentials
Microsoft. with Windows 7. has separated several applications that used to
come bundled with earlier versions of its operating system. and has now
created the Windows Live Essentials Suite This can be downloaded free and
is intended for use with Windows XP and Windows Vista as well as Windows 7.

The suite is made up of the following applications:

Windows Live Family Safety - allows parental control of children who
must have a Windows ID.

Windows Live Messenger - allows you to get in touch with your various
contacts by alerting them to your availability online.
Windows Live Photo Gallery - allows you to edit, view and organise your
photographs.
Windows Live Mail d receive e -mails and, also.
includes Contacts a
aintain a blog or personal
Windows Live Writ
Web site.

Windows Live Movi: firrzr.k1O,1
as well as share the
Windows Live Toolb
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Windows Live Outlo

it home movies and videos
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Explorer. it helps to provide

pears if you have Microsoft

Office installed. making it easier to access Contacts. Calendar and several
Windows Live e-mail accounts. It also makes online collaboration easier.

This book explains how to use the various Live Essentials applications as
simply as possible and avoiding the use of technical jargon. It also includes
simple examples when appropriate and is lavishly illustrated and printed
throughout in full colour.
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